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Member of Little R~k:
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·Anniversary:
The Recreation Center
ceieb~tes 20ili birthday.
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Elec;tions:
f oshard urges"fellow
Democrats to work
with each other.
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SIUC student

struck b\' tr ·in
RECOVERING:Track and
field team's top female
pole vaulter at ho~e
following incidi:;nt
CoRIHNE MANNINO AND
CoREY CUSICK
DAILY EG'l'I'TIAN REIOR'JE\S

An SIUC track and field athlete is
recovering at her parent's home from
injuries sustained when sh!! was
struck by a train Friday afternoon:
Leah N. Steele, 21, a senior in
recreation from Beach Park. was seen
on the- tracks n'!'.11' the Pleasant. Hill
Road overpass by the crew of :i northbound · Illinois Central freight train
about I:50 p.m.
.
The train immediately went into an
: . emergency stop . but was unable to
· stop befall! hitting her.
Steele'remained under the train
Ufltil it
to a complete stop, At
that time she crawled out from under
the second of the two engines and was
assisted by the train crew until the
arrival of paramedics from the
Jackson County ambulance service.
Steele was taken to Memorial
Hospital of Carbondale. She was
reported in stable condition that night
and was released Saturday. A hospital
_spo~woman would not elaborate on
the extent cif Steele's injuries.
. The preliminary investigation.
• ,from the Jackson County Sheriff's
Department indicates that S:eele was

came

.att.:mpting suicide. by lying on_ the
. tracks.
"Nobody can foresee anything like
this happening," women's track and
field coach Don" DeNoon said. "If I
· say I cpuld see this happening, it
wouldn't have ;_ I would have
stopped iL"
Steele is the team·s top pole vaulter
along with being a favorite in the
Missouri
Valley
Conference
Championships laier this month.
Steele had accomplished jumps up to
9 feet 2.25 inches this season. ·
· She · is. also a member of the
women's cross country team.
DeNoon said Steele has-overcome
personal problems in the· past. but he
did not expect anything like this to
occur.
"Leah has always been a total individual," DeNoon said. "Like anyone
else she's had l1er \IP5 and dow~:"
"I don't think anyone knows wh.1t
could lead a person to do somelhing
Jike__ this. It was probably out• of her
control."
A recent addition to the track team.
junior Michelle Nitzsche had been
challenging Steele for the top position
in the pole vault. but DeNoon does not
believe-competition within the team
played a factor in the incident
- -"'There was ne\·er a threat there."
DeNoon said. 'They had a partnership
· toward success."
"I think Leah and Michelle have

l'HOml. 1IY JusnN Jo,us/o.uly l'.G)pti3n ..

Members of the Jackson County ambulance service give aid to Lech Steele, o senior in recreoti~n
from Beach Pork, aher on occident near the Pleasant Hill overpass when an Illinois Centroi train was
unable to slop in lime to ovoid Steele Friday ohernoon.
·
·

USG proposes standard lease, co"mplaint catalog at forum
landlords al a forum Thursday
evening at the Student Center.
The forum offered an opportunilandlords balk at ideas,
ty for students and landlords to•
saying city's code
review and discuss _the catalog anq
the lease. About 40 people,inclnd:.
enforcement adequate.
ing Carbondale Mayor Neil Dillard
HAROLD G. DOWNS .
and City . Councilwoman Maggie
Flanagan. gathered to. hear memDAILY EGYrTIAN REroRTI:R , · bers of USG propose .the housing·
Undergraduate Student Govem- items.
· ·
m~nt presented a standardia--d lease . About eight ofthe40 local landproposal and a catalog d i:om-. lords invited, tly USG a,ttended to
: • •• .
.
·
plaints designed to bring coopera-- forum.
tion between _student tenants and
The lease is similar to standard·

RELATIONS: Several

housing leases in Chicago. Student USG Executive' Assistant to the l~dlord, that's theirfaulL"
leaders are modeling their efforts to President Kristie Ayres said;
Ayres said the catalog is ·a must
ease tenant-landlord· relationships
"We're trying to do this fairly," for students who
nervous about
around a similar program imple-- she said; "We're not ttying to tell approaching their landlords, espemer!:() at the University of Illinois. the landlords what to do. We're not cially intCll!ational students who
The catalog consists ·or com- going to say who to rent from. We are new · · to the . experience.
plaints from tenants and is available want the students to know who they However, Burk said his tenants,
in the USG office on the third floor · can bUSt."
which include international stuof the Student Center. Its purpose is
However, Wayne Burk of Burk dents,
not intimidated by him.
to· allow: prospective tenants to Properties,·2903.West Kent Drive, . .Raul Ayala; landlord for Quads
rordsesean:.h cmppla_in_ ts abo_ ut l~d-_ said a dispute is between the stu-. Aparunenl.5:;. 1207 South Wall St,
dent and the landlord. _ ·
. agrec:4. ~iat ·stude~ts should be
1
Although the catalog documents "It is not your place to get ·
complaints.it· will not _be used to . involved,'! Burk told members of
make. decisions for the students, USG. "If a stud_ent can't call1he
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···Saluki Calendar

Police· Blotter
CARBONDALE

TODAY

•Belween 10:20 p.m, lhur,day and 1:20 o.m.

• USG F"mana, Cornn-. .

Friday a blue Fool Ro,:,gcr pick-up truck wos llo!en
from the parking lot of the Egyptian Sports Center,
1215 E. Walnut St. Polic:e hove no su~. lhe cose
h under invesligc6on.
•Ar about 8:30 p.m. Saturday there wos on ottampl·
ed burglary at Goomd and Assooole5 lruurona!
Company, 1700 New ~ro Rood. Corbondo!e Police
responded lo a bumbr alarm and found a window
screen removed and a window open. 1he police did
nol find onyooe in the building, and nothing was•
miuing from the building. Police hove no su~.'
1he case is under investigation.

UNIVEttSITY
•Holly L Summers, 22, ct Corbor.dole was arrmled
Friday ot Lewis lone oncl Em! College Street for dn·

ving under the inlluence cl alcohol. Summer, was

reloosed on her o,m recog,,izonce.
•Tiffany M. Hcwlins, 21, of Coibondole wos arrested at 12: 19 a,m. Friday on an outstanding Jocbon
County Warren! for fcifing lo °.PP.':"r in court for a
charge of driving on a suspended license. A fclie
nlinois idenlilicotion cord was found in Hcwlins' pos·
session. Hcwlans wos released oo her own ,:ec:og-,
ni.wnce.
-

Almanao
ON THIS DATE. IN 1 986:
• A group of onti-oEd proleslors mcrdied
around Anthony Hal! chon6ng "Freedom yes!
Apartheid nol" 1he group built a 5hontyk,wn in the
Free Forum Aroo lo drtl'N the al!M6oo of the SIU
Boord of Trustees 1o the issue cl dive>ting S.'U Iddings
from c:omponies that do business in South Africa.

Corrections
In Friday's article '1iny stage mounts l:uge

production." director Mruy Boyle·s name ·was
misspelled. The DE regrets the error.

UPCOMING

• Saluki Volunteer Corps
RSOs con pci up foe allacolion neech volunteers for the Dr.
fomu for FY '99, due in the
Seui,s Festival, February 21,
clfice Morch 20. Conlod Joya,
1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Conlocl
ot536-3381.
•
Sherry or Miclielle al 453·
• Alpha Zeta Pledge doss
'5714.
Conned Food Drive, February
• Women's Services wi11 be
16 thrwgh 20, boxes are locat- inteme-wing
new members for·
ed in Deportment ci!i= in Ag
griefmenand
ndlosswomensupport S'°';'.~ _
and the Food and Nulrition
0
ci!ice in Quigley. Conlocl
J:,olovedone,F~V,
~ at 536-7665.

• li"brory Affairs "lnslrudionol
Applicotioos Using the WWW"
seminar, February 16, 2 lo. 3
p.m., Morris library Room
1O;lD. Coll Und..irgroduote
Deskot453·2B18.
• College Democrats meeling,
February 16, 5:30 p.m., Tres _
Hombres. Co!l Amf al 687·
3631.
• Student Alumni Council new
member orientalion, 5:30 p.m.
general meeting, everyone
welcome, 6 p.m., February 16,
Student Center Koskmlcia
Room. Coll Brod ot 453-2408.
• SPC·TV generol meeting,
new members always welcome
Mondays, 6 p.m., Student ·

Center Video lounge. Contact
Jeremy at 536-3393.
• SIUC Bollrooin Darj:: dub
meeting, new members wel·
come, Mondays, 7 lo 9 p.m.,
Davies Gym, $20/semes.'er.
Contact Bryan al 549-0959.
• Univenol Spirituality presentation on the "Song of Human
Kind,• spirituality and all
races, February 16, 7 p.m.,
Langbronch Coffee House.
Contad Toro at 529·5029.

• University Career Services
Basic Interview Skills seminar,
February 17, 5 p.m.,
,
Parkinson 202. Contact Kelley
or lilfony at 453·2391.
• Mo!h Club meeting, February 17, 5 p.m., Necl,ers 356.
Coll Aridroo ot.549-5168.
•·Pre-law Association =el·
ing, Tuesdays, 6 p.m., Student

~:'d5f'~2i~5.
18, and 19, 8 a.m. Jo .4 p.m,, · • Pi Sigma Epsilon c:o-ed busl·
W~ Holl BUI. Conlod
ness fraternity cpen house,
Mory at 453·3655.
February 17, 6 to 8 p.m.,
• Lcn:,ry Affairs "l~udic:i • Sludent Center Video lounge.
ta Conslr~'C!ing WJ:J Pages
Contad Alison at 529-B085.
(HTMll" seminar, February 17, • Phi Delta Kap
emonwa:
9 lo 11 o.m., Morris library
lion of using t '. · in an
educotioool selling,! ruary
·17, 6:30 p.m.; Rehn 12. Coll•
• ~diem Baptist Student
lano or Susan al 53_6-7751.
Ministries free luncheon for ·
• Sa!uki Advertising ~
international s!udents, Tues·
general meeting; Tuesdays, 7
day,, 11 :30 a.m. Jo 1 p.m.,
p.m., Communications 121-4.
825 W. Mill St. Canlad Judy
Contad Chaya at 351-1546.
al .457-2898;
· • • Ouk:loar
~
• Japanese Video Club ~II
grams 'pre-trip meeting for
shaw "The Seven Samurai"
Ftobruary 21' mounioin bike
with English subtitles,
trip to Sh0Wl'ee National· February 17, noon lo 1 p.m.,
Fore~. February 17, 7 p.m.,
Faner 1125. Coll Chad al ·
. Rec Cenler Adventure Resource
351-1200.
Cooter. eau· Geolf o1453.
• Women's Soc:er Club proc:1285. ·
fice, Tuesdays and Thursdays,
• Fenc-'-ig dub ~ . Tues·
3 lo 5 p.m., Rec Cent&r Court
days and Thursdays, 8:30 to 10
1. Contad Kate ol 5~9-2723.
p.m., Rec Center Aerobics
• Black Affairs Council needs
Area. Co!lCononotS.49·1709.
tutors far grcde school chil·
• Christian Apalogc6cs dub
dren, oil dis.cip!ines welcome,
•~6ngtheTrulnsof.

~i,!?(~i Z,J.~a1?~ .·

5

Adven~

Monday through Thursday, 3
lo 5 p.m., Eurma C. Hayes
.Center; -441 E. WiOow St;
Contad Delon~ at 5.49-0.14 l.

Chns6onitywitli Confidence: •

noon,

Wadnesdays,
Student Cenler Thebes Room. Conlod

Wa;oo, at 529·AOO~ ·

If readcn; spot an error in a news article. they
CALENDAR POUCY:Thedeadlin< for Calmdarlr,;,.. b ~r~tl,.; da)-.beforr ~ .....,~ The i1i:m .,;.,.,lnd~
can contact the Daily Egyptian Accuracy Desk at
536-3311, ext..,,==·o!'."'n_22..,.9~o""r""228"'">_·__,,,,_..,.,......,,..,.,_....,cndu,_ltemsal".'appeo, on th. DE Wthpai:e. Noalcnduinlcr=•ion ,.ill l,c talten .,.,.,,d,e~":"" ;·,
, ·_,
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Desegregationist, SIUC graduate .
visits Murphysboro Middle School
EQUALITY: Historic
visitor was one of
Little Rock Nine.
TAMEKA

L

HICKS

DAILY EGYM'lt\N REroRT£R

Kristine Nolan learns more
about history makers such as
Manin Luther King and Malcolm
X at school during Black History
Month each year, but she has
never been in the presence of one
of those history-makers.
SIUC
alumna
TI1elma
Mothershed Wair stood before
Nolan. an eighth-grader, and the
entire Murphysboro Middle
School as part of Black History
Month on Friday to tell them how
she made hisJory while in high
school.
In 1957 the U.S. Supreme
Court outlawed school segrcgatio!l, and Wair became one of nine
black students to desei;regate
Central High School in Little
Rock.Ark.
Everyday the "Little Rock
Nine" were greeted by heated,
red-faced parents and students
throwing acid, spit wads and endless kicking. but Wair continued
to attend Central High School to
make the situation better for the
future.
"I never really cried, but
sometimes I went to school with a
lump ln my throat," Waif .s.aid. "I
knew ii I didn't do it then the
other kids would have to start all
over again."
Wair graduated from SIUC in
1964 with a bachelor's in horne
economics. She is now a retired
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Southern Illinois .
CARBONDALE
Karnak man dead after
Saturday traffic accident

CARBONDALE
Police seeking man for
Dollar General robbery
CUlf!IS ~ 81As1/D>ily Ei.11'1i.ln

ONE OF NINE: (Le& to right) State Rep. Mike Bost, R-Murphysboro, and Sharon Johnson,
principal of Murphysboro Middle School, greet Thelma Mothershed Wair, one of the litt!e Rock Nine.
Wair, on SlUC alumna, was one of the first nine students to integrate little Rock (Ark.) Central High
School in 1958. She spake to the students Fripay o&emoon as part of Block History Month.
home economics teacher and
''I'o tell the truth, I knew about learning about our history, and we
works pan-time for a homeless her, but I didn't know about all are getting it from someone who
shelter in ~t St. Louis.
Wair's story struck Nolan as a
surprise. She would have never
known about the struggle it was
for blacks to go to school with
whites.

the things she went through,"
Nolan said. "She's like·a hero to
me. If it wasn't for her and the
other eight people, we'll still be
separate right now.
"I think it's great. We are

was actually a part of history."
Wair was a bit surprised, but
delightedatstudents'eagernessto
SEE

SURVIVOR.

groups' activities; Dees' latest
book. "Gathering Stonn: America's
Militia Threat", details th,: danger
rightslawyer to talk
such private armies present.
about race relations.
Many white supremacists and
militia members want Dees dead.
J. MICHAEL ROORICUEZ
TI1e law center has been torched,
DAILY EGYl'TIAN REl'ORT£R
and he is stalked by skinheads and
Morris Dees. a civil rights other violence advocates. He has a
BRIAN S. EeERS
mcnt a specific security
activist who became famous for his personal security detail to protect
DAILY Eomlt\N REl'ORTER
plan for Dees.
role in lawsuits against hate groups. both himself and his home.
· . Brinkman could not
Thomas Guernsey. dean for the
will speak at the SIU School of
A series of security comment about the full
Law about race relations in our School of Law, said he invited
. measures including, metal nature of the security stat.:
Dees because of his expert status
country.
detectors, locker inspec~ ing it may compromise
Dees is visit- on civil rights.
lions and a possible bomb safety measures but said
"Dees is probably right now one
ing campus 4
sweep of Lesar Law SIUC police have been
p.m. TLesday at of the leading civil rights adrncates
Building will be conducted outstanding in their supthe Law School in the country," Guernsey said.
by SIUC Police Tuesday in port.
Auditorium lo "He's dealing with one of the most
preparation for civil rights
Beth Savage-Martin,
present a lecture important issues confronting the
activist Morris Dccs'-visit. director of development
titled "A Passion country.
Dees' unrelenting legal and · alumni affairs, met
'This guy is a true hero of the
for Justice," as a
tactics against Alabama's with SIUC Police . Chief
part of the I998 single most talked about issue in
United Klan and Oregon's Sam .Jordan and Lt. Kay
Dees
Hiram H. l...csar this world today."
White Aryan Resistance Doan to· devise protection
Guernsey said he chose Dees
Distinguished
measures for Dees' visit.
among other hate poups
Doan and Jordan could ..
because civil rights sp1rks the.
Lecture Series.
have made him the target not be reached for comDees, co-founder of the interest of the whole community.
of prior assassination
'1ne
idea
is
to
come
up
with
a
Southern P.overty Law Center and
attempts.
. . mcnt.
'
Klanwatch, sues hate groups for speaker that attracts the legal comCampus security,, in
Savage7Martin said the
damages on behalf of the center. munity and the general populaconjunction . with the . security precautions arc
When they cannot afford to pay for tion," Guernsey said. 'This is not
Southern Pove'rty Law standard procedure for a
the damages. t!le groups arc forced din.-cted toward lawyers.
Center's security team. speaker like Dees.
,
"He has got a lot of support in
to disband.
have developed a plan to
Despite the. J,eightened
He first tried this strategy in this community of people who
ensure Dees' safety.
· · security, Savage-Martin
1981, winning a $7-million judg- have never met him."
All attendees oi Dees' said she CXPl,-'Cts. the 300
A graduate of the Unh·ersity of
ment against Alabama's United
lecture
must
pass
through
a
seat auditorium to be full.
Klan after two of its members Alabama Law School, Dees has
metal detector in the Lcsar
Brinkman said the prelynched a black man in Mobile. received numerous accolades i:t
Law
Building.
Also,
camcautions
are necessary.
Ala. More recently. he won S12.5 conjunction with his work at the
will
conduct
a
"For
anyone who targets
pus
security
million from Oregon's White center. Trial Lawyers for Public
locker sweep_ of the build- hate groups and extremists,
Aryan Resistance, whose members Justice named him Trial Lawyer of : •. ing ensuring against bombs . there obviously arc securimurdered an Ethiopian student in the Year in 1987. He received the
or
firearms. .
·
ty plans where· guns . and
· Portland.
· Manin Luther King Jr. Memorial
. Tom Brinkman. director· . bombs are accounted for," ·
Through the law center, Dees Award from the National .
of
security
at
the
Southern
Brin~man said.' ·. . . ·. .
keeps tabs on more than 200 racist Education Association in 1991.
. His work has been honored by • • Poverty · Law • Center, . Sc_hool of Law· Dean ·
and n::o-Nazi groups and 800 anti• advised SIUC. Police .on ·Thomas Guernsey said_.rio
government organizations. The
: .. ;~OW~ t~. dc~~l~p/~~
/~?~~~~if,
center. publishes a quarterly
-· ., ...,.
~ '. --~;.
"lntell:gence. Report" on .these
SEE FICiHTER. PAGE 8

SIUC polic~ prepare

·security for act~vist

;~?.'~~

Police are attempting to locate a
suspect of an armed robbery that
occurred Friday evening at the Dollar
General, 626 E. Walnut St.
A man with a hand gun wearing a
dark ski mask approached an employee
in the parking lot about 9:30 p.m.
Friday.
The man got away with the night
deposit and ran to a dark-colored compact car parked in the Charter Bank
parking lot, 635 E. Walnut St.
The man headed eastbound on
Walnut Strect..Thc case is under inves· tigation.

PAGE 8

Activist to speak at Law School Tuesday
BELIEVER: Civil

•

A 37-year-old Tamms man is dead
after an automobi!e accident Saturday
morning at the intersection of Main
Street and Giant City Road.
At 7:29 a.m. Saturday, Stephen H.
Honey's vehicle was struck by a vehicle driven by Jeffrey M. Olsen, 45, of
Karnak.
· Olsen was westbound on Main
Street just east of Giant City Road in
dense fog. When he saw that the traffic
light at the intersection of Main Street
and Giant City Road was red he was
unable to stop in time and slid into
Honey's vehicle, police said.
Honey was taken to Memorial
Hospital of Carbondale where he was
pronounced dead upon arrival.
Olsen was also taken to Memorial
Hospital of Carbondale where he was
treated and released.
Olsen was issued a citation for disobeying a traffic device.

-ii,:·
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MURPHY. N.C.
Witness named suspect in
Alabama clinic bombing
A North Carolina man wanted for
questioning as a possible witness to the
Jan. 29 bombing of an Alabama
women's clinic may be named a suspect in the attack.
Federal agents scheduled a news
conference for Saturday in
Binningham and announced that 31year-old Eric Robert Rudolph is now
being sought as a suspect in the blast
that killed an off-duty policeman and
injured a nurse.
Rudolph has been the subject of a
nationwide manhunt since he was
named shortly after the blast as a possible material witness.
_ Authorities say his pickup_ truck was
spotted near the clinic the morning of
the bombing.

LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
Woman impre_gnated with
seven-year old embryo
There could be another childbirth
milestone on Monday.
A California woman is expected to
give birth to "the oldest newborn in the
world." The child is from an embryo
frozen for seven and a half years before
thawing.
The freezing of human embryos,
known as cry~preservation, is a rela•
lively new technique.
Most thawed embryos that result in
pregnancies have only been frozen for
a few months. ·
The "oldest embryo" baby is expected to be born today at the EncinoTarzana Regional Medical Center in
· su_bu_rb.an L<:,~ ;\nge_les•.. _

- ("'!" ,lhilv Egi-ptian news llttVio:es

DAIU EGYPTIAN

. The Dail:, Eg-Jp!ian; the student-run newspaper of
S.IUC, is cammiued to bei".J? a muted sou= of news,
infomuuii:m, commenr.ary and pul,ljc discoum, unile
, helping ttadm. unders~ the issues p.ff~ting their li~-es.

Voices

F.ditor-iT)-diief: Chnd Anderson
Voices Editor: Jason Fuund
Neuisroom reprcscntati1>e:]. Michael Rodriguet

-------------------....liM®tWWMWMiMrk&ltiWiitti·

Human cloning

Recent speakeir's

is the wrong

c.omments seeill
questionable

path to follow
~,

The ideas on human
cloning espoused by Dan
Hickman's column {Jan. 20)
in the DE reveals the unfonunate blind reasoning of far too
many people in our modem
-->~:-J
scientific nge, when we think
that scientific endeavor holds
the answers to human problems.
The genesis of this type of
human reasoning is outlined
Robert
in brief form in the Biblical
book of Genesis when Satan
Grove
deceived Eve, and both she
and her husband Adam ate
Guest
from the tree ofknowJedge of
good and evil. So human science is n mixture of good and
evil and many people don't
a Carbondale
have the wisdom to discern
Guest Column
the difference. It is with good
regularly app.:ors
reason that many theologians,
on Tuesdays.
puliticians, scientists and the
Roben's opinion
common man offer stalwart
docs not necessarily
resistance to such so-called
reflect !Ml of the
scientific and humanistic
Dail)· E10ptian.
end ea rnrs.
Li.J
a
It is obvious that Hickman
and other like-minded people don't ha\·c any understanding as to why the human race exist~ on this earth
and so they are willing to entenain the ridiculous
ideas such as human cloning. Human cloning may
become n reality at some point in time in some medical lab but it will not result in the type of world
Hickman envisions. Imperfect human beings can not
in a mi:lion years create other human beings that are
perfect. However, Hickman is right about one thing,
there are those that will try against nil odds, even if they make a dirty mess in the process.
The idea of creating n perfect human society whether through cloning or other concepts - is not
new and has been attempted in the past All such
nuempts ha\·e failed and Hickman's ideas would fare
no better. Actually, his ideas are only a new story line
in the same vein of the old Frankenstein movies. This
"perfect" world which Mr. Hickman envisions will
not come about through the cloning of human beings.
Hickman uses the word "matrimony" to refer to a
marriage of cloning and genetic engineering as a solution to cure social ills. I would dare to think Hickman
does not know the purpose of marriage between a
man and n woman, other than to combine genes for
reproduction or another generation of imperfect
human beings. Marriage and family are of far greater
value than that and are concepts that come to us from
the Creator and are not merely of humanistic thinkinl!
at all. Marriage and family have the power to teach
many important lessons about life - some of which
are love, forgiveness (when we·re imperfect), sharing,
helping. serving and nunuring. only to list a few.
These "life-lessons"' can be taught and shared by four
or five generations- from the oldest to the youngest
- in a panoply of human emotions, endeavors and
interests. The.;e are all part of the imperfect world of
humans we live in and are much more enriching to
the human condition than the sterile world of clones
Hickman paints for us. We can all be thankful that
Hickman's world of clones has nothing to ,'o with our
real future.
Then Hickman refers to the offspring of his futui'.istic clones as "genetic material" to be "geared"' and
"molded" by the government toward some useful
function in society. As what? Slaves? I really think
Hickman has been reading too many science fiction
novels and that he should come back down to canh
for some fresh air and a reality check!
One of the most stunning insights into Mr.
Hickman's shallow thinking is his idea that musicians,
artists, arid poets, which he likens to idle "dreamers,"
will no longer be needed or desired in his visionary
future world of cloned human beings. We can all be
thankful Hickman himself is only an "idle; dreamer."
A human being is not just a string of DNA. There
is a spiritual component in each human brain that
gives us intellect and the power to be ..idle dreamers"
if we want to be. It is also this spiritual component
which enables us to worship God; who is Himself
spirit, or to ignore his divine revelation to our own
peril, which most of humanity has chosen io do by
freewill.
·
Much more could be said to reiute the desirability
of embarking on the slippeiy path of human cloning
as Hickman has written, but that would take n book.
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David Horowitz has an inter. esting story to tell. Born into an
Old Left family, Horowitz was
active in the New Left in the
1960s, then rejected the entire
experience and became a neoconservative; he now boasts of
being "the most hated ex-radical
· of his generation."
Unfortunately, in his talk at
. SIUC Jan. 27, Horowitz did not
, tell his own story. Inste."d he
Robbie
..,_..;._"""-...,---..,,-:_-_-_:,:~;.;;.:-.-,......;._...;...,.-_-_-_-.,..---..,-:--,;,:;.J treated us to an ideological diaLieberman
Latm
,
,
~~~~!>!B•~.
•~-~'rsr.1.'°,~~=!'.!..~•~
tribe
against
"leftists,"
who
he
12-r7 ~ - " '
told us have commiued all the
..= sfUa.d. AH ktcm are sub.ittt"' ~and u;!I i,, limiud w3SO uonls. Sad,,us worst crimes of the 20th century.
' musridm:ibthttrucl<\eSl,;yrussandmajor,f/JCW'Jm:mbml,;ymnkandd,JunH
· , ta!
· ed
mm:, nan-aaiJmiirnaffl,;y zusiaonandJ,pa:tment. l.tttmfi,ruiudin:rifiaiorow1tzs k rephcat many
"'• ifa:u1ionhip
l,,nw: ill b e ~ mDE
wrid,z
of the problems he claims
no:
•·
wml!.I
·
belong exclusively to the left; he
demonized individuals and
Robbie is an associate
Blame on last lines . the ..only place~ ID find money is groups, while demonstrating a
profl!lsor of histary.
from cutting yet more faculty Jines.
"faith" in conservatism that is
GimtColumn
misplaced in talks
profcssot, deparun:::1EnglaT~
based more on being a true
regularly appears
believer than on a balanced view on
Tuesdays.
Dear Editor:
New oil exploration
of history. There are plenty of
Robbie's opinion
I am writing this le1ter as an indiTe~ons to be critical of the left
does not necessaril-.
~idual faculty member, not as the offi- destroys ecosystems
in this countiy. There is "a dark
uflea Ultll of rhe ·
cial representative of any group. Not
side of the '60s" about which
Daily Egyptian •
. an cul!,ider t? current negotiations. I
Dear Editor,
Horowitz's sponsors suggested
~ ~ n~gouatg any collect!ve barAmerica has few remnants or
he would enlighten us, but I saw little attempt to educate
f,ie1:.:~g ~:;rdin;m t~p':mgFii;;; wilderness left The Arctic National
in his talk. Horowitz simply repeated the neo-conservaAmcndment rights.
Wildlife Refuge has been described
tive line about the Old Left, the New Left and the
In Associate Vice Chancellor by tr~ U.S. Fish r:KI Wildlife Senice
Marxists, who in his \iew "dominate.. univen;ities. For
Winter..' letter to the faculty Feb. 4, as "the only conscrvation system unit
Horowil7~ "leftists" are all alike: un-Amcrican and treashe aiticizes "alarming statements"' in Nonh America that protects, in l1II
sonous, blind believers in the goodness of humanity at
meadredebu,ya Jhneo3SSOClf"aru·attivo~~-~inadg undisturbctl condition, the complete
best. dangerous criminals at worst.
.
th
1
0
1
10
·1n the --'nu·n·1s1ra"u·on:s 'co""""'um'"'"mflie;. spectrum. of Arctic and subrut:lic
Two points of his rather unfocused talk I found particShe co;nues, "Anyone woo ~~d;:
ularly offensive and misleading. One was his characteristands the pride which the Unh·roity plan to drill for oil along the co3S1al
zation of the Old Left (American communists) as being·
- including the board_ has in the plain of the refuge.
an un-American conspiracy that posed a threat to the
work of its community of scholars
If oil exploration occurs then the
United States. (Ibis is a point of view that is supposedly
knows better than to accept such a 1.5 million acre coastal plain. the bio,
proved by the documents now coming out of Soviet
claim."
logic:il he:iJt of tlie refuge. will be
archives.) While there is little question American comThe administration's counteroffer destroyed It is along the roast th:it the
munists deluded themselves about the nature of the
speaks for itself (p.14). As Dr. 180.(XX)-member porcupine caribou
Soviet Union, it does not follow from this that commuWinters knows. there are no funding herd mgr:ites yearly to calve. Musk
nists were mainly spies who hated the United States. In
agencies in many disciplines suffi- oxen. woh·es. grizzly and polar bears,
fact, most American communists loved their countrv and
~:~gtog;;:;iJ~J::~Eqh ~'.iuye wolverines andth Arctic foxes depend
worked to improve it They did not commit espion:i-'ge;
at odds with this claim of suppon for ~': ~::~~~ ::i~:1::~~h}~~
they promoted labor, civil rights and the abolition of
faculty research is the administr:i- migratory waterfowl such as snow
poveny.
tif'n's continuing reduction of faculty geese. tundra swans and loons.
Horowitz's argument justifies McCanhyism on the
lines. According to figures released
The Gwich'in. a trans-boundazy
~is of a supposed communist threat we are now supby Institutional Re.,;earch. the number nation of Native Nonh Americans.
posed to acknowledge was very serious. Yet it still seems
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~ear ~o m~that anti-c':iimm~!IJ5! posed a gi:eater threat ,o
mencan emocracy an I c commumsts.
Thousands of people lost their jr,bs in the 1950s (including my grandfather, who worked in Hollywood at the
time), but they never expre,,s..--d any hatred for the United
States and hardly were "one inch from treason,.. to use
Horowitz's phrase.
The second point that was hard to take was the way in
which Horowitz caricatured university profess:>rs today.
S?~~~e_are a~;le~sts" ~}etrive our~t~denr
o a a an
view o e issues, e<=e em on etr po .
itics r.:.ther than the quality of their work and intimidate
them so much that they dare not express a "conservative.. !X)int of view. He harkened back to "the good old
days.. of the 1950s when there was much more academic
freedom than there is today. This is simply nonsense.
Although it may be true that many faculty are more to
th.: left than their students today, we do maintain n vision
of education that includes opening people's minds to
new idea~ and teaching them to read, think and write
critically and encouraging them to reach their own condusions. I dare say that is a very different view of education than the one David Horowitz demonstrated for us.
As to his all-too-brief treatment of the New Left. a
classes.
·
movement he was infolved in and thus perhaps could
Last ycar·s prioritizing of gr:iduspeak about with some particular insight and authoriiy,
ate programs demonstrates th:: disasHorowitz merely told us the Black Panthers committed
acts of violence and the anti-war movement was not
become thin in the coverage and
pacifist. Such points are not news to anyone who has
depth of course offerings to graduate public. The presentation v.ill be at ?:30
read the burgeoning literature of the '60s. While the
students, they become vulnerable to tonight in Lawson Hall.
extent of the first point - the Panthers penchant for viomerger or elimination. Sina: facully
TJiis is 3 wonderful opponunity
Jenee - is still being debated in the literature, the second
retire at some point from all depan- for Southern lllinuisans to learn JTI0re
point is so obvious it hardly bears mention. While there
mei!ls, no graduate programs are safe, :ibout this imponant issue. 1rus event
was n violent and even anti-American strain in the New
from attrition.
is · sponsored by the Student
1..e;r, it does not add much to our understanding of this'
. to P~~l~~~~I~Jsli=r~! Emironmental Center, the Recreation
movement to give the impression that is al! there is to it:
as~ociation, "Vhich has repeale(ily Society, Phoenix Audubon Society, •
Neither does it sen·e our countiy well to suggest the
demanded that the administration Peare Coalition of Southern Illinois,
high ideals that frequently motivate movements for
cease cutting faculty lines. Winters'~ RACE and the Sha= Group of the
social change inevitably end in violence and death. Shall
, claim ofupride" in this community of Sierra Oub.
wi: tell young people, as Horowitz's speech seemed to
scholars does noi correlate with the
Li::urel Toussaint.
suggest. that it is a mistake to have ideals about making
continued administrative claim that
· Shawnee Group, Sierra Oub
the world a better place?
~~~e;::rr::~\~~o a:l~w=
1987 and 1997. Th~ ~presents a loss
of 115 lines. or 40.8 ·re,.ent or all
tenure-track lines. in only JG years.
More cutting is underway this year.
Beginning ,,ith Chancellor John
Guyon's 2 percent plan. this cutting of
faculty lines has become the :idminis1
: ~i~;~::i;fuc~-:~~/;Ju~
by decreases in student enrollment.
the need to fund Oracle or covering
moneys returned to the legislature for
alleged mismanagement of the
University vehicle account. For a
decade. admini!.1rators ha,·e claimed
th:it faculty lines are the "only place"
where money can be taken. Now, in
advance of any negotiations on this
~~::~~~~\oshet
recall of additional lines _ alrcad"
authorized for ongoing searches-t~
fund any raises negotiated over 3 perccnt, v.ith the warning that fewerpeopie are going to have to teach more

~:: ;;~:!;t
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The Gv.iclt.in ha,·e lived in hannony
with the land. v.ildlife. and harsh
environment of the Arctic for thousands of years.
Tuey depend on 80 percent of their
food on the porcupine caribou heni
lheir entire lifestyle is ba..sed upon
~~l~f;\nre\:~hiro~!\~
voices the roncem of his people:
··we·ve been there 30 CXXl vears. We
li,-e with tbe caribou. it's rur identity.
our values. lbis issue is veiy imp,xtant
to my people... The issue is the opening of the=~ plain for oil and gas
development.
Photojournalist Lenny Kohm. who
has been working to plOICCI the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge for over a
decade, is now in Southem fllinois
0
~~Jr:~rit:!_
Wilderness... a multimedia slide presentation that offers a dose-up look :u
the fragile and beautiful Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge. will be
shown at SIUC. The 90-minute program v.ill feature the controversy over
oil de\·clopment versus wilderness
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Center celebrates

20th anniversary
with prizes, party
HEAVY USAGE:
Last year, more than
500,000 people visited
Recreation Center.
BRIAN S. EBERS
DAILY EGYPTIAN REl'OR1ER

Bill McMinn reflected on an
"old dungeon" in Pulliam Hall
where people once played basketball and exercised in close qu::tt1ers.
That old dungeon is really the
basketball court on the west wing
of Pulliam Hall. In the '60s the
court was once the main ::tt1el)' of
physical _fitn~ on campus.
McMinn, director oflntrnmuralRecrea!ion Sport_S: now heads up a_
recreauonal fac1hty much larger
than the Pullian1 Gymnasium. In
fact. Mc~inn saw the _Reci:eation
Center nse from nothing m the
mid-1970s.
'This building has cultural relevance," McMinn said about the
Center's 20th anniversary this
week.
Between today and Wednesday,
student~ can register to win prizes at
the center in honor of the annh·er-

sary.

Brian Lukes, assistant director
of Intramural-Recreational Sports,
anived at the center in 1977, and
has reacted thoughtfully to the
suggestions and changing needs of
SIUC's population. ·
Many additions have been
made through student suggestions.
The rock climbing wall was an

i1tr:s. submitted

by a student in

"We see the influx," Lukes
said. "And we're ready for them."
Last year, more than ·500,000
people, including many high
school students, used the facility.
A different prize will be given
each night of the celebration.
Students can register to win for
mountain bikes and other athletic
i{juipment during the celebration.
Also, a 20-foot submarine
sandwich will be available for celebrants today at about 4:30 p:m.
McMinn said the service has
kept people coming to the center
and that it helps students become
more well-rounded.
"Students should be more
rounded when they leave college
than when they .arrived," McMinn
said. "The activities provided at
the Recreation Center help students achieve that..

FORUM
continued from page 1
informed of pot:ntial problem
landlords, but if they wanted
change they should initiate it
: themselves.
It is these students, . he said,
who are naive enough to keep
renting the same places. over and
over again despite encountering
problems.
Although some landlords
objected to the catalog, Ayres
said the purpose. of the forum
was to present a solution io tenant complaints.
"Students like it (the catalog)
like it is. I'm not here to fight
you and say you're right or
you're wrong," she told the landlords.
"My opinion is the landlord
would want a book of resolution."
Complaints against landlords
can be registered with the city of
Carbondale.
Burk said the catalog is not
needed because the city's code
enforcement division is an adequate method to solve problems.
"When they (code enforcement officials) say ·something,
we jump," he said. "Code
enforcement. will "'ork for the
landlords and the students."
Ayres said code enforcement
is not enough because students
. are not familiar with all the legalities that occur in city government.
"Students are away from

MONDAY, FEBRUARY
home,'' she said. "They. don't
know about code . enforcement.
They know the campus~ Yes, they
should call the city but v,ill they?
No."
..
Like the catalog, the standard,
ii.ed lease was designed with students in mind. USG Housing
Commissioner
Christian
Schoonover said the only concern landlords · have with the
lease is the 48-hour notice for
showing a property requirement .
The rule requires landlords to
give at least 48 hours notice to
their tenants for when they will
be showing the property to
prospective renters.
The requirement exists to prepare students whose living space
will be put on display.
Otherwise it is unfair to them,
Ayres said.
"Students want a notice," she
said. "(They do.not like) having
somebody waking you up, saying
'We're showing your home.'
Students are asking for a place of
their own."
Burk said the problem with a
48-hour notice is that many students appear on a moment's
notice wanting to see the property, :ind he rarely has the chance
to give a two-day notice to the
tenant.
·
· Ayala said the development of
a standard lease should not be the
duties of USG.
"To create a universal lease is
something you're wasting," he
said. "You should be a source of
consumer information instead of
creating a universal lease."
Ayres said USG developed

16, 1998
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the lease because students
demanded- something be· done
about the housing situation.
· She stressed that USG's intention was not to monitor the housing situation but to open students' eyes to some existing conditions.
- "If students are caused to
question leases, then we served
our purpose.
·
"We got the students to listen
and question," she said. "No one
had the guts to stand up and say
something about it (before).
"I'm here to do what they ask
me to do. This is what my constituents want."
Schoonover said he was disappointed with the small turnout
of students and said about five of
the 25 students present were not
members of student government
. Despite the low turnout, he
said the lease had the backing of
students to take the next step and
be presented to the city council.
"It will go through with
enough support. I think it will
go," Schoonover said. "City
council members know that."
Interfraternity President Nick
Dodd said a change in the city's
housing structure needs to be
implemented soon.
"I want the council to get rid
of these slumlords," said Dodd, a
senior in finance from Marion.
"The city needs to do something.
and listen to our concerns.
"I think there's a couple of
bad landlords bringing down the
good landlords. It is up to the students to try to change the way
they do business."

"Regional Search"
Associate Provost for the Southern Region
The Southern Illinois University School of Medicine invites applications for the position of
Associate Provost of the Southern Region.
Under the general guidance of the Dean and Provost, of the School of Medicine, and
consistent with University and School of Medicine policies and procedures, the individual in
this
position is responsible for the coordination of the development of the human,
physical, and financial resources necessary to support the School's Carbondale based
academic programs. The successful applicant's focus will be on activities relating to resource
planning and management of fiscal resources to include awareness of internal and o.'ternal
audit constraints, development and allocation of institutional budgets,
maintaining an awareness of the status of affiliation agreements, the planning and
management of improvements to physical facilities, and related teaching and research support
services. The individual in this position shall represent the interests of the School of Medicine,
when appropriate, in its relationships with officers of the administration of Southern Illinois
University, suff at the Presidents Office, staff of the Illinois Board of Higher Education, and the
administrations of the affiliated hospitals and medical centers in Southern Illinois.

DANCE BAR &.. BILLIARDS

,Monday

Tuesday

s1so Jumbo Drafts s1so Jumbo Drafts
s22s Jack Daniels s2oo Capt. MorN-? .
i,;21.S Coronas
s22s Heinekin ixers
Free Pool For the l.adlesl

· This position will require a time commitment of from 55-100% depending on the negotiated
circumstances of the appointment.

Minimum oualjficatjons
1. Possess an earned M.D. or Ph.D. in a health related field.
2. Management and/or academic experience with a School of Medicine or equivalent
experience in the described areas of responsibility.
3. A demonstrated ability to understand and work successfully with the personal
interrelationships in an academic setting. ·

RENf ONI: MOVIE.
AND GET ONE:

Desirahle Oualjfications
I. 1'1.D. licc;nse to practice medicine in Illinois
2. Training and/or experience in a appropriate health or health related field to qualify for
academic rank.
3. Preference will be given by the Search Committee to applicants who are familiar with the·
School of Medicine's curricula and programs.
Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae and have three letters of reference sent to Chair,
Associate Provost for the Southern Region Search Committee in care of John T.Williams,.
Associate Provost, Southern Illinois University School of Medicine, Wheeler Hall Room 114,
Carbondale, Illinois 62901-4342. The deadline for receipt of applications is March 18, 1998,
or until the position is filled.
·
Southern Illinois University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action University and
encourages applications from women, minorities, and persons with disabilities.
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Lcam more about your options for preventing pregnaDA.")' and,
reducing the risk of sexually transmitted diseases. Attend one of
these c1asres before making an appointment at th,; Student
Health Programs Health Service CTh.tlc for biim co1iirol..

FAMILY
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- - SPRING '98 SCHEDULE - Mondays 5:00- 6:00 p.m.

9

· SHAC - Student Health Assessment Cenl.er
(Located on the first floor of the Student Ccn!er)

SUPPORT:
Gubemalorial
candidate Glenn
Poshard receives a
hug from his
doughier al his
fund-miser Friday
at the Civic Center,

·

Wednesdays 6:00 - 7:00 p.m.
1iueb1ood Hall - Room 106
Tu:oc Hmli ICIDODI an, prowled ,ully by !be
SllxlcdHcallbProgDEDS'\\\:Ib:aOuci:Famar,:

200 S. Illinois
· Ave., about 500

momlllicn,c:aualhc'l'k!h>::ac..a.or"536-444L

•people attended.
JUSTINJotlf5/

Daili- Ei:l'Ptian

Poshard rally attracts 500
PARTY UNITY:
Candidate asks support
for all Democrats, calls
for education parity.
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I Free Crab Ragoon II
1
I

Try our. Hot Wings

with Dinner purchase 11

$3.95 (12)

II

1

II

L-----------JL ___________ J

the Rig One

Large Deep Pan or Thin
Crust pizza w/one topping
&3-20 oz. lrottles of Pepsi

$
,,I ~

25

8

Kool Mool lleal

;- Medium Deep Pan or
Thin Crust pizza w/one
topping &2-20 oz.
bottles of Peps\

SARA BEAN
DAILY EGYPTIAN REroRTER

U.S. Congressman and gubernatorial candidate Glenn Poshard is
urging fellow Democrats to stick
together and work 10 change· the
Illinois legislature.
"If we stick together as
Democrats, we can change the face
of the legislature," said Poshard, DIii. "We cannot shrink in the sh:,Jows because the roots of this party
go deep."
Poshanl was in Carbondale for a
campaign rally at the Civic Center
Friday night. Almost 500 supporters
were in attendance for the rally.
Poshard not only called upon the
members of the Democratic Party to
support him. but to support fellow
Democratic candidates.
Democratic candidates Barb
Brown, Don Strom. and Jim Fowler
were also in attendance and Poshard
also called for support of these candidates.
"I am convinced I can make a
difference in this state, but I need
help," he said. "I am running on the
same basic principle or. which I
have stood r.iy entire life. We must
always remember our roots from

where we have come.
"Unity is the basic bedrock principle on which the Democratic
Pany has stood."
Poshard said that every two
years he takes a few days to sit
down and write his beliefs about
life. After he derennines this, he
writes down his philosophy of government
"I believe the government is
aboUL principles not projects, programs or policy," Poshard said.
Poshanl said that his first priority is to balance the budget
"We must bal:mce the checkbook every day, week and year•.Pay
as you go. We must stop Republican
borrowing and spending," he said.·
Poshard said that the United
States wru; $5 billion in debt when
Ronald Reagan took office and S4
trillion in debt when George Bush
left office.
·
He said U.S. Speaker of the
House of Representatives Newt
Gingrich wants more tax breaks for
the wealthy, reasoning that they will
spend more and invest more and
improve the economy.
"We have been hearing about the
trickle-down effect for 12 years," he
said. "We know what that means
now."
Poshanl said he is proud to stand
as a Democrat six years into the
Clinton presidency because this
year the administration has balanced the budget.
Poshard also said that if he is
elected governor he will make s:ire

that there is equal access lo education for all children.
He said right now that two-thirds
of Illinois children have less than
$4,000 spent on their education a
year, while one-third have S12,000
to S15,000 spent on their education.
"Something in this state must
change," Poshard said. 'This problem has grmm for almost 20 solid
years. If we owe are children anything, it is equal access 10 education."
Poshard said building another
prison is not he answer.
"I have more prisons in my district than comm:mity colleges, right
now," he said.
Poshanl also supports organized
labor, saying it will have a place
.
beside the governor.
He also said that he want~ to
the people's trust in the gm·- .,
emmenL
"If I cannot restore 1he trust in
the government between the represenrmives :.nd the represented, l
will feel I have failed." he said.
Poshanl said he feels that money
is overwhelming the system and if
elected he wants to enact serious
reform of campaign financing.
"Peop!e are buying access to
government office and access influences policy," he said. "For every
single citizen of Illinois, irrespective of economic background. the
door will be open for them, and they
will have equal access to the state
guvemment"

restore

Century later, U.S. still eyes Cuba
WASHINGTON POST

One hundred years ago today an
explosion in Havana Harbor set in
motion event; that would swiftly
make the United States a global
power.
The battleship Maine, sent to
Cuba on what was officially
described as a "friendly visit." blew
up with a loss of 260 men.
Blame for the disaster fell on
·spain, which for three years had
been brutally trying to suppress
Cuba's insurrecti::m against its long
colonial rule.
In a little more than two months
the United States was at war with
Spain.
An armistice signed on Aug. 12

STEELE·
continued &om page 1
become veiy,cJose in their short
time together, and [Saturday]
Michelle said she was going to win
_ this one for Leah."
DeNoon ~poke with Steele since
the incident and said he was quite
surprised v.ith her responsiveness.
'The slllrlling part about it was.

would lead to independence for
Cuba and leave the United States
finnly established in the Caribbean
and the far Pacific.
The war was over, the United
States had come into possession
of a colonial empire of 120,000
square miles containing more than
8.5 million people, most of them
Filipinos who showed no desire to
exchange Spanish dominance for
American.
The United States became an
imperial power with decidedly
mixed emotions.
.
The treaty. by which Spaln
ceded the Philippines, Puerto Rico
and Guam was ratified by the
Senate by just a single vote.
Anti-imperialist sentiment was

strong in the country, some of it
based on liberal principles, some
on fear of colonial economic competition.
That feeling became stronger
still when the cruelties pcrpetra1ed
by some American troops fighting
rebels in the Philippines became
known.
But the countervailing mood
prevailed. A powerful nation, it
was argued, must have overseas
markets.
A firm base in ·the Philippines
was regarded as essential to
expanding trade and commerce fo
Asia.
-·
Little of this was foreseen
when Cuba first drew American
attention in the late 1890s.

it was just a normal conversation," tance runners, but they just had to
DeNoon-said. "Wejusl talked about . work themselves through the track
the incident and some other things." meet yesterday," DeNoon said.
DeNoon said it was very diffiOvercome with emotion
cult for his te:1!11 to compete in the DeNoon said he hopes Steele will
McDonald's/Saluki lnvitarionul at work her way through the, situathe Recreation Cenh!r Saturday, the tion and return· as the complete
day following the incident. The · individual she was.
"We enjoye.d her for_ the wa9.·
team pulled themselves togeth~
she was; and she '"ill hopefully
though, for a second-place finish.
"Some of them were closer with work her way through this and be
·
.. her than oth~ especially the dis- . back with us."
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Women ignored in TV news
female.
This is ;he 14th year Foole has
conducted this stl!dy. The data that
Study says minorities,
Foote works with comes from the
women hired in '80s
"Television News Index Abstracts"
compiled at Vanderbilt University.
now passed over.
Foote said that when he stnrled
making this study national, wbmen
J. MICHAEL RODRIGUEZ
and minorities watched closely as
DAILY EGYI'TIAN RErolGER
the heads of the national networks
Joe Foote has surveyed nightly began making some changes.
"They really had discovered how
television correspondent appearances for the past 14 years. aml for badly they were represented." Foote
•he first time in a decade a female said. "Since the late '80s they have
said that something was not right.
did not crack the top JO:
"One reason for the rise of
Fo{l(c, dean for the College of
Mass Communication and Media women and minorities is the huge
contr.1ctions
and shake-ups in the
Arts, said there are no women in
the top JO TV nigh1ly news corre- 1980s. A 101 of white males lost their
jobs."
spondent slots. TI1e reason. Foote
Foote said this movement affectsaid, is bec::use there are many
ed people everywhere and brought
qualified and familiar-faced men
more understanding by manageand only a few major news slots.
ment.
"There ?.re many qualified men
'1l1is is more of a public policy
a;.J there is a small area 10 fill." cone-cm," Foote said. ''Nct·.·orkr.
Foote said. "There a.-e so few posi- started to promote . women and
tions and so few choices that it is minoritie.~. Quite a suc~'l.~ story
very difficult for women and developed through a sensitivity by
minorities to get up theie:·
manaeemcnt."
NBC's Lisa Myers was the highGeorge Strait. nightly news corest ,,oman on the list. She finished respondent for ABC, ranked 58th on
in 12th place.
the list He said the networks are not
Twenty-six females made tl1is interested in hiring minorities to
list of the top 100 TV nightly news influential positions.
correspondents. Even though there
'The S11rvey shows that the netarc no women in the top JO this works are not interested in women
year, there are more in the top 100 or minorities in positions where
they would have the kind of impact
since Foote·s research began.
Chicago-based NBC reporter that they could." Strait said. 'They
Jim Avila. of Hispanic descent. was have trouble assigning women and
ranked No. 5 and was the highest minorities to major beats like the
.White House and· the Pentagon."
ranked minority of Foote's list.
Strait said there are a lot of
Of th.: 18 minorities on the list.
JO were male and eight were minorities and women that are more

· DiSCRIMINATION:

-,·.:,

than qualified.
When asked if he saw change in
the near future for women and
minorities .in nightly news, he said,
"Frankly. no."
. Foote said he was the first to
conduct the ~tudy 14 years ago. Yet,
he has had some trouble along the
way.
Robert Lichter, co-director for
the Center for Media and Public
Affairs in Washington, D.C., publishes the same information and.
Foote said, it is usually is a race to
get the list out.
.
"Nomially in academic life, that
dOtSn·t happen." Foole said. "We
don ·1 compete to gel our studies out
first. This study has received a Jot of
n~tional publicity. Lichter is more in
the public eye and that is who his
audience is.''
Foote has a book.coming out in
the
fall
titled
"Network
Correspondents: Foot Soldiers of
TV News." It will be published by
SIU Press and will be edited by
Foote and John Jackson; vice chancellor for Academic Affairs and
provost.
f-oote said he will continue to
publish this 5tudy because he has
seen the impact it has had on society.
"What I hope to do i;, keep the
pressure on them," Foo:e said...This
study is used by women and minorities for contract talks. The media is
belier because they hire different
races, different backgrounds and
people of different genders.
"It's been the most gratifying
thing in my career to hi.\ve
researched something to impact the
world.••
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Capital campaign called success
ENGINEERING:
Department says future
bright concerning lab
equipment, teaching.
JAYmE BOLtJIISKI

D.".11.Y EmTTIA.'I RmJRTER

A year-Jong capital campaign
undertaken by the College of
Engineering will end t.liis week,
and its initial SI million goal has
already been exceeded by
$400,000, college officials said.
The fond-rJising campaign
was necessary to purchase laboratory equipment for the College's
new Sl.4-million, 75.000-squarefoot annex.
'This is an example of teamwork paying large dividends,"
said Tom Brillon, vice chancellor
for Institutional Advancement.
"This is, to date, the
University's most successful
fund-raising campaign, and it
should be used a~ a model for
many other fund-raisers."
·..Engineering the Future" is the
first capital campaign ever undertaken by Uni\'ersity officials, and
Mike
Murray,
director of
Development at the' college, calls
it a "smashing success."
"lt's been a real team effort
with the college, faculty, the advisory committee, and the fSIUJ
Foundation," Murray said. 'This
campaign has taken a !cit of good
partnerships and a 101 of good
people."
The state contributed the brickand• mortar funds needed for construction, iiut no money was allot•
ted to equip the facility, Murray
said. The Unh·er,;ity was forced to
seek ouiside funds.
'The sti!le may provide 35 per~
cent of th,; Univei:5ity's budge::.

Maybe 14 to 15 percent comes
from tuition," he said.
"That leaves 50 percent that
has to come from somewhere
else."
Companies areoften willing to
form partnerships and contribute
money and equipment to universities if there is a chance they can
gel• something back from their
donation, such as students who
are ready to enter the workforce
with
high-tech
knowledge,
Murray said.
"We have a lot to offer corporate America. We're not going in
with our hand out," 1V~.:;ray said.
"We have som~thing to give back
to them."
· Murray's role in the fund-raising campaign was to make contact
with individuals and corporations,
especial!y those with ties to the
school.
Although he enjoys the job,
Mi:rray said fund raising has not
been easy.
"There's no sitting by the
phone," he said. "You have to get
the news out. reach alumni and
identify the proper people."
Glenn Norem·, owner of
MultiMedia Access in Dallas,
donated $200,000 worth of computer equipment to the college.
The state~of-the-art equipment
will allow the school to teach
courses. w.cruit students and tonduct interviews via Internet.
Norem, who graduated from
SIUC in 1978 \\ith a bachelor'!. in
Electrical Sciences and Systems
Engineering, wanted to help the
college enhance its communica:·
lions infrastructure, but he also
had an ulierior motive-'- to establish a video communications talent pool. at tht ~ollege from which
to recruit employees.
•
Norem said.it is iniportant for
alumni to."eep in touch with the

needs of colleges and universities.
"Alumni have an obligation to
help their colleges maintain a
competitive position as new innovations change the landscape at an
ever-increasing speed;' Norem
said. "With equipment prices
increasing. budget., dcr;easing
and new technology obsoleting
older systems on an annual basis,
I believe ii is very difficult for the
College o_f Engineering to maintain its infrastructure."
Significant donations did not
come solely from corporations.
Faculty and staff at the College
donated SI 10,000 to the campaign. College alumni, Friends of
Engineering and . retired faculty
have donated $260,000. •
Other donations have come
from corporate partners· and some
foundations, such as the George
A. Bates .Memorial Foundation,
which donated $50,000.
Se\·eral corporate partners that
made significant donations to the
campaign will have iabs named
after them.
Some of these companies
include Deere & Co., Sun
Microsystems, Peabody Coal Co.,
Te;;as Instruments and Emerson
Electric.
College officials are actively
seeking domuions until th~ last
day of the calJ)paign arid are still
waiting• for word about outstanding donations from companies
such as Caterpillar, Lockheed
Martin,
Ryerson
Steel,
Commonwealth Edison and
Do::ing. Caterpillar alone .employs
more than JOO SJU'alumni. ·
After the fund raiser, the college's new focus wi!M:e securing
scholarships and· recruitment and
retention activities: .
. .
'These new labs will serve
excellent recruiting tools for •lhe
colleg~" Murray said. ,
-
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SHP Offera fi'H ·1mmunization Clinic
-Avoid l Registration Hold!
You cannot register for S.lillIDer or fall semester.unless you
are compliant with the State Immunization Law. 'lb help

you become compliant, the Student Health Programs will
bs holding free immunization clinics on the following dates:

Monday, February 16, 1998
Tuesday, February 17, 1998
Friday, February 27, 1998
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

KesnarHall
<Aa.aU..lllrN&r.-U..Boolll,s.m,;.Cimc)

.AfterFebruruy 27th,you will be margeda$25.00latecompliance
feeandwillnotbeab1eto~fursummerarfall.Ifyoumiss
these clinics and an irulividwtl.appointment is needed, there will
be a charge ofup .to $90, in addition to the $25 late f~
So call 453-4454 now for a FREE appoint.mentl
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Networks brace for. wilt
•·

(

have granted us visas to have one w~ a major.coup 1dr thc.2ih~r
team of people there over the past news network.
several weeks, and there's no sign
Network executives were wary
that they're going to exclude us" in of discussing their coverage plans
the event of an American airstrikc.
for the threatened U.S. att:lek on
Such multi-network coverage Iraq . But this time,· as one news
would be different from the early executive put it. ''the Iraqis appear
days of the Persian Gulf War. In to have decided that it's to their
1991, the· bro.:.dcas~ networks had advantage to have full coverage" of
correspondents in Baghdad at the any attack. The United States, in a
time of the U.S.-led attack on Iraq. move that is noi supported by all of
But communications lines were cut. the gulf war allies, has said that it
and CNN, which had its own dedi- wili launc~ airstrikes against Iraq if
cated communications link, was the President Saddam Hussein docs not
only American network that was allow U.N. inspectors free access to
able to stay on the air for hours . inspect its chemical and biological
through the bombing. The dramatic weapons sites. President Clinton
phone reports from CNN anch'lr plans to address the nation Tuesday
Bernard Shaw and correspondent~ night about the prospect of utllitary
Peter Arnett and John .Holliman action against Iraq.

Los ANGaES TIMES

NEW YORK - As the United
States prepares for a ,>OSSiblc military attack against Iraq, executives
.it CNN, CBS, NBC and ABC
say they plan to have reporters in
Baghdad to cover the bombing.
Details are still to be worked out.
but all four networks have correspondents in Baghdad and are moving to beef up their presence in the
Iraqi capital as well as in Bahrain,
Tel Aviv and other sites in the
Middle East.
"We anticipate being able to stay
through whatever problems there
are in Iraq," said Bob Murphy,
ASC's senior vice president .for
hard-news coverage. "The Iraqis

Clinton aH alone in presid~ncy·
WAS.HINGTON·rosr
yet always alone.
· these last weeks since the allegaClinton's aversion to being ulone tions of presidential sex and perjury
WASHINGTON - Bill Clinton, has been a defining trait of his life. broke, according to interviews with
as he struggles to survive the most As a teenager in Arkansas, he invit- friends, aides and associates from
scrious crisis of his career, has ed friends to his house just to watch all parts of Clinton's life. All presibecome a study in presidential lone- him finish a crossword puzzle. dents operate in a bubble of agents
lincss.
- During these last fe"'. ~rilous and aides. but the distance that
His life was built on two things week.~. he has engaged tn his cus- inevitably separates even this most
- words and friends - that sud- lomary pursuit of crowds and rcas- gregariou.~ of presidents from the
denly seems of less use to him. In surancc. He brings _friends in for rest of humanity has become
public, he has offered up few wo~ p:>pcOJ:l ~nd a ~ov1e. H7.dance.. greater, his sense of isolation more
to explain the mess he is in, and m past ~1dmght w1Jh cclcb':lues at a noticeable. He spent a lifetime
privat.e, almost none of his leg- stat~ dinner. He hngers wistfully at u.•ing his empathy and charisma to
endary legion of friends is 7 are ~ midday_ fare.,;ell lXl!1Y for a lo~g- turn Mrangcrs into friends. accumuwilling or able to hear him say u'!'e White Ho.~ rude. He ral\1es lating them by the thousands,
much more. The president who with Democratic troops on Capitol remembering their individual histoonce chafed at the confinements of Hill. He heads to the heartland lo ries, memorizing their phone num1:is job by calling·the White Ho= touch hands along the rope line. He bers and their parents' names. "He
..,he crown jewel iri the American sifts through stacks of supportive is president because of all that." said
penal system.. is now confro~tcd by !ett:rs •and disscc!5 .inlC!f!al . polls David Mixner. who befriended
the prisoner's paradox: an existence md1cat1ng the pul,hc 1s with him.
Clinton during the Sixties antiw.:r
in which he is rarely by himse.lf and
But something is di!Terent · in movement.

~ho?~¥~ tOTr~at Ba.ck & Neck Pain:
1. You can live with pain.
Dool bo sfy. There's no reason to
live with pain. Dr.Grala can he\).
He tels peqile al the lim,,
· ddll trail for aJ those yc3l'3 to
hear patients s:i/ they'I just g;' 'Jll
lrkgwihpan.•

3. You can take pain pllls (forever).
Just hiding behind pain pills is not a
cure.· Pain pills are just temporary
relief and they are not good for you
either. Some per,ple even have
adverse reactions to pain killers.

4. You can do what you should have
done along Ume ago. Cal for a free
exam and consu'ldOOO with Dr. Grado. He
2. You can have surgery.
troa!soockandneckpaneveiydayand
What a hooille thought.
knows what to look for and how to fix l
It's pailful, tirre coosumng.
He's edJca!cd, expe~ and kwes mak
-~, expensiwandyoucanlevoobe~ingpeq)lo~er.
·
J_p rsgoingtohc\'.). DoniOVCl'lel
-"'---.
anyone taB<you i1!o sugory lrii
•
5. Can for a froe baek exam loday.. It's
we're sure that's your afy
su:h a~~ to back~ !!lat ii is
allemalive.
•· .
.
W011h. sayng it twro, can Dr. Girado loday.
.
,
Pick~ the phone and can: 457-0459.
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ITo schedule an appointment, call Dr. Glrado.
Priva!c Unluricd Consu1ta!ions • lrmidual tretiBut huny,
offer expires 2-28-98.
plan. Nutritional CX>U'lroing
.
. I
ICot.-pons be presented Initial v'.slL
• Therapies to alevia!e pain
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aqusm-,g tocmqucs • New state of art fao1ty I
I No~vai~
Convenient
Affordable:
I
Dr. John Girado
~ ~ ~ ~ o o o r • .I
205 E. Main
day a~xiintment-C)n-sito state of
art x-1
I
·
I
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Activity <:1hoard "carri~r

Independence
bustling
.
.
WASHINOTON POST
ABOARD THE CARRIER INDI!PENDENCE IN THE PERSIAN
GULF - One hundred miles from
Iraq. on an eno11nous structure that
is more like a floating Grand
Central Station than a traditional
ship, Cmdr. Drew Brugal - ·
"Bluto"· to his colleagues - is
preparing for war.
As commander of the Black
Knights, a squadron of 10 F-14
lighter jets and 300 men, he's lead·
ing reconnaissance flights, practicing bombing runs and teaching his
pilots, who u.~ually arc stationed in
Japan, the tetrain of the enemy.
Striding through the hangar and the
landing deck. wher:: men are push·
ing trolleys of Phoenix missiles and
precision-guided bombs and affixing them to the wings of his planes,
Brugal is cajoling. encouraging,
exhorting.
"Thcy don't kno.w it yet. but the
real thing is totally different." said
Brugal, a 40-year-old Manhassct.
N.Y., nativc·who flew 38 missions
in Operation Desert Storm. "You
sec better; you smell :,Cttcr; you
sense things. Everything is peaked."
Even·· as Brugal checks the
reconnaissance pictures he just
brought b:ick from a· flight over
southern Iraq, Tony Freire is about
six levels below the landing deck,
doing his job: Freire, a petty officer
1st class. is in charge of Main
Machinery Room No. I, in the
bowels of the ship, with. its giant
boilers and electricity generators, its
valves and ducts and endless
gauge.~ - ''the heartbeat of the
ship," he calls it.
When planes arc catapulted
from the landing strip, i: is Freire's
steam that docs the work. In his job. 1

5UR\llVOR
continued from page 3
learn more about their history.
"A lot of young folks say, 'I
don't want to know about that old
stuff. That was a long time i.~o.' But
it was not that long ago. It seems
like it was just like yesterday.
"I think they should have started
desegregation a lot sooner. They
should have started it in ·elementary
education because elementary
school kids are more forgiving. By
the time students get in high school,
their mind is already made up if
they're going to hate ~omcbody or
not."
Glenda Cawthon. social worker
for Murphysboro Middle Schoo~
helped organize the event for the
students to learn the importance of
education and how people before
them struggled to get it.
'These days kids don't know

FIGHTER

continued from page 3
such groups as the American Dar
Association, the American Civil
Liberties Union. the National
Education Association and Trial
Lawyers for Public Justice.·
Shekera Shahid, president of the
Black Law Student Association,
said Dees' speech will educate students who go into the auditorium
with an open mind nod a willingness to listen to t!1c seldom heard
other side.
'The most basic reason to attend
is to educate yourself," Shahid said.
"There is nothi!lg wrong with keep. ing an open mind. There arc. many
cl~·minded individuals on this
campus.

Freire has gone weeks wi.lhout sec- .
ing the sun or the sky.
··
Freire and Brugal don't know
each other, but both. in their way,
arc vital to the plans being prepared
for the upcoming weeks with Iraq,
tiny pieces in an enormous puzzle
being played out across the world.
They arc two of approximately
5,000 · men
aboard
the
Independence, which in turn is one
of two U.S. aircraft carriers - with
the George Washington - standing.
by in the Persian Gulf. Brugal's IO
F-14s,
the
Grumman-made
Tomcats, are among 320 aircraft
now stationed in the region. An
impressive armada of smaller warships-destroyo:~. submarines and
,-:misers - arc i,.itrolling as well,
and, in all, there arc nearly 30,000
troo~ in place for the strike, if it
comes.
As U.S. officials continued to
prepare for what they call ''the n.. 1itary option" in the standoff with
Iraqi President Sad•fam Hussein,
Defense Secretary William Cohen
dispatched 40 more planes to the
region, inclading six more F-117
Stealth lighters to Kuwait and six
more B-5:?.s to the Indian Ocean.
But what it takes to maintain that
level of preparedness - to maintain just one aircraft carrier - is
awesome. The Independence provides 15.000 meals a day and docs
I00 tons of laundry per month. II
includes a full operating · room
staffed with surgeon.~. a TV stat;on
and thousands of computers. There
arc 2.300 phones. e-mail services
for the crew, automated cash
machines in the hallways. The
chaplain has enough response to
offer religious services · for
Buddhists and-Muslims several
times a week.

anything about Little Rock Nine,"
she Slid. "It was a time when whites
and blacks didn't ·go to school
together. Hopefally, it will enlighl•
en them that these people went
through something and they will
think. "That was for me.'
"It was an act of courage that not
only changed African-American
children's lives, but all children's
lives. [The Little Rock Nine] gave
me the opportunity to be where I run
'today."
Wair said students should
· always appreciate their right to go
to school because in the past it was
not as easily accessible.
"fo me education was always
the ultimate... Wair said. "I wantL-d
that education.
"Hopefully." 1he students will
realize the importance of education.
Some don't think education is
important. It's just required by law.
But. you'll never hold a good job
without any education."

0
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De;sM r~~I~;
epitomizes a •Dees is
conviction and scheduled to
a cause. This
is an opportu• speak at 4
nity for stu- p.m., Tuesday
of at the law
dents
Carbondale to · School
make
their . Auditorium. An
own opinion." o~n reception
The lecture in the law
scries was sci school lounge
up in 1992 to will follow his
honor the law ·speech.
school's foun- - - - - - •
ding dean, Hiram H. Lcsar. Lcsar
died Aug. 4, 1997 at the age of 85.
Lcsar served as dean of the School .
of Law from 1972 to 198.0. From
there.. Lcsar taught in tht? .school
until his death.
· · ·
·
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leoneans lynch supporters ~f QU~tedJullta
WASHINGTON POSi·

with a rural rebel group to oust the vowed to fight on. Sunday, the· tured eight junta soldiers· and
elected president: Ahmad Tejan . Nigerians reported he was handed them over to crowds of
Kabbah, in a coup last May. But believed. heading toward the _young men. from, the town who
FREETOWN, Sierra Leone· Nigerian
troops, who had been · Liberian border.
·
· burned the soldiers to death.in the
Sierra Lconean militias backing
Reached by telephone and streets.
.
the civilian president took over providing security assistance to
. 'There is mob justice· going
two provincial capitals Sunday Kabbah - · · plus internatiom1l radio,. residents and local journaland. with local residents, began sanctions and popular opposition ists in Sierra Leone's second- on," said Johannes Geol'£e, a
lynching people who had backed· - prevented the military regime )31'£est town, Bo, said soldiers of priest in the Eastern Province capthe military government ousted from gaining full control of the the ousted junta had broken into ital, Kenema. In that town, too,
shops and homes and loot~ them · "eight of the (junta's soldiers)
last week. The forces of the oust- country or the economy.
The junta agreed in October to in the past two days before flee- have been burned alive.••• The
ed junta appeared to be collapsing
return
power
to
Kabbah
by
April
ing. They said as many as 10,000 kamajors are not trying to control
and fleeing into rural areas.
but
the population,"
Thousands of Nigerian troops, 22,
who forced the junta from power d e I a y e d - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - - - - - he said, "We are
waiting for ECOafter a nine-day battle for implementing
deal.
MOG to come in
Freetown. consolidated their hold the
and· ~ring some
on the capital. They restored the N i g· e r i a n
government radio station and troops, now
sanity to the
broadcast warnings that looters under the forLooting as ecom_e e or: er: 0
e .
town."
· Nigerian offiwho have struck stores and ware- mal auspices
the
Cot. MAxwal KHoeE
·cers here said a
houses in recent days - would be of
Nigerian-comC0.WAAl--llER OF NIGERIAN FORaS IN SIERRA 1£oN:E
column· of their
shot on sight.
troops
that
Many residents remained hun- manded ·West
gry, and at the main hospital African peaceentered
Sierra
Leone
from
wounded people lay on beds and keeping force,
floors, manv left unaided because known by the acronym ECO- tribal militiamen - traditional Liberia last week was expected in
of a lack of even basic medical MOG, launched their offensive village hunters called kamajors Kenema any time, and a column
supplies. Aid. organi1.ations strug- Feb. 5.
walked into Bo today.
froin Freetown was moving
gled to arrange food and medical
The junta leader, Lt. Col.
The militia's arrival prompted toward Bo.
shipments to the city. which Johnny Paul Koromah, fled a day of jubilant celebration and
The Nigerians struggled to preremains virtually cut off from the Freetown on Saturday and. speak- bloody vengeance, residents said. vent vigila~tejustice and looting
outside world.
ing 10 BBC radio by telephone A Sierra Lconean journalist in Bo in Freetown, as well. The city's
The Sierra Lconean army allied from just outside the capital, told BBC radio that kamajors cap- streets· have h<:,en thick in the past

h b

th

f th day.

d

two days with residents trudging
along the ci.ubsides, returning to
· theirhomes,searchingforfood,or
· simply watching the Nigerians.
Young men have set up roadblocks, halting the few cars about,
and demanded to search for aims
• or junta supporters. ·, Curbside
3T£uments · have drawn crowds,
and anyone denounced
a supponer of the junta has been likely
to be beaten.
·
·
Nigerian soldiers have intervened in many such scenes. The
Nigerian commander in Sierra
Leone, Cot: Maxwell Khobe,
spoke on the restored stale radio
station today, calling for an end to
such attacks and to looting.
"Looting has become the order
of the day," he said. 'This must
stop. If we loot, we are in the same
category" as the ousted junta.
The number of cas11alties in the
battle for Freetown remains
unknown; but die city's main
medical center, Gqvemment
Connaught Hospitah was over- ·
whelmed with the dead and
·. wounded.
The Associated Press reported
Saturday that al least 118 people.
had been killed.

as

Sinn Fein plans to fight
expulsion from· peace talks
NEWSD.'.Y

WASHINGTON - If Sinn Fein.
gets ejected from.,. Northern
Ireland peace talks temporarily
for two murders blamed on the
Irish Republican Army, its leader
Gerry Adams isn't likely to go
quietly and may not be able to
come back.
"His concern. is even if he can
go back in three or four weeks,
he would have lost a lot of credibility in the Republican move• ment," said Rep. Pete King, RN. Y.. who said he spoke to
Adams over the weekend. "He
said they know the IRA did not
do the killings. The White House
asl:ed me to ask Adams if Sinn
Fein would leave quietly ... In
his words. he's not going to be
complicit in the charade."
Sunday. peace talk panicipants strategized on how they
could give in to the demands of
all groups at the table - as well
as the paramilitary IRA - and
still keep the. negotiations ali\'e
when they resume Monday in
Dublin, Ireland. Based on police
e\·idence fingerprints and
weapons - linking IRA 10 the
murders. the Irish and British
covernmcnts ha,·e decided to
ciust Sinn Fein. believed to be
IRA's political wing, for breaking the "silence of the guns"
pledge taken by negotiating parties.
Adam~ and the Irish government Sunday were craf:ing a
statement that would distance
Sinn Fein from the killings, said
one source familiar with the
talks. Under the rules, only the
country hosting the discussion, in
this case Ireland, can. make the
motion for expulsion, and while
a lmrsher denunciation of the
violence could help usher back
Adams quickly, it isn't expected
to prevenl Sinn Fein's temporary
exile.
"We cannot be held accountable for any other organization
other than ourselves," said James
Gibney. one of about 30 people·
in Sinn Fein's n~tional executive
board.
"Even if there was a ::!aim by
the IRA or anyone else, it has
nothing to do with Sinn Fein."

But to protect his position,
Adams can't be seen as giving in
to British demands.
,Adams and British and Irish
officials have been discussing his
visiting the White House this
week, which would maintain his
image as a powerful player arid
his delicate control over the Irish ..
hard-liners, King said.
To temper the impact of
Adam's expulsion, both governm.:nts just in the last day or so
have been seriously considering
upda_ting.Sinn Fein on the talks
in a very public way, King said.
O_usting Sinn Fein would satisfy the "bare minimum" in
demands from the Protestant·
mainstream Ulster Unionist
Party.
It's leader, David Trimbl,e has
ignored Adams during negotiations and threatened to walk out
if Sinn Fein isn't kicked out.
Reluctant to eject Sinn Fein
for fear of i:ctting off violence
and killing the peace progress
entirely. the Irish and Rritish
govemnients also feel they cannot ignore the nonviolence principles binding the panicipants.
A few weeks ago. the paramilitarv Ulster Defense Association
was kicked out temporarily after
it admitted to killing Catholic
civilians.
.
This latest round of peace
talks, which began in Seplember,
were deemed the most promising
for Northern Ireland. Never
before had Sinn Fein been invil-'
ed to the table. and the Irish government agreed that the vjolence ·
was not just an internal British
problem.
The predominantly Catholic
IRA has been fighting to oust
Britain from the province and
unify it with the Irish Republic.
Protestant Unionist parties want
to maintain the status quo.
The IRA has not ~dmitted to
'the two murders last week but •
issued what· many see as an
ambiguous statement saying the
cease-fire was "intact."
One victim was a Protestant
militant, the other a drug dealer-=-the IRA'has a shoot-oh-sight
policy, for deale~-who:was suspected of planting bombs arlRA
headquarters ..

Tum a .smart career decision. into a brilliant one. Enter the techr>ical a;ena with Northrop
Grumman in Rolling Meadows, Illinois. Our Electronic Systems lntegrotion.divbion is a worldwide leader in smart electronic systems research, design,_development and manufociure.
k. a member of the Northrop Grumman ESID-ES team: yr-,u will have o chance to make real
contributions to leading edge projects, from· day one. In other words, you will be given· the
opportunity, introduction ond support for project specific responsibilifies, such as leading edge
Software Development, Digital Design, RF Systems, Integration and Test. You
will also benefit from Northrop ~rumman's commitment to personal grow!h and development,
With a variety of projects both current ond on the horizon, we're seeking top engineering groduate.s lo join our team in Rolling Meadows. Here you will find a quality of life that is unsurpassed in its diversity. Only 35 min~tes northwest of Chicago, this arec incorporates all the
best of both urban C!nd suburban life.styles. For foce-lt>fuce information cbout · Northrop
Grumman's outstanding.an~ exciting opportunilie.s, stop by and see usl

On-Ca~pus Recruiting
F~BRUARY IS, 1998
University Career· ScQiccs
.8:30 am-·5:00·pm
Sponsored through Unin:rsity Career Sen-ices.
Please. s_ign-up at Woody Hall, Rm. B204.

Begin your professio!')OI journey with a topilight technology company-Northrop Grumman
Bcctronic S~tems. It may be one of the smartest moves you'll ever mal:e. k. a port of our
team, you will enjoy a competitive lelary and benefits padcage which inch,des health/major
medical/dentol/life insurance; 401{kJ ond pension plan,'as well as opportunity for advancement. Excellent relocation padoge also availoble. If unable lo attend our on-campus recruit. ing event, please send/fax/e-mail (ASCII text only) your resume to: Northrop Grumman
ESID, Dept. SIUDE, 600 Hides Rd., M/5 U31 QO, !loHing Meadows, IL ~08·
1098; FAX: 847/590-3189. E~mail: resui:nes@eiw.s.esid.northgrum.com ·
U.S. citizenship required for most posi~ons. An equal oppo:-tunity employer m/f/d/v.

Visit our website at: ~.no'"!fignsm~m/recruit
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY

·.:"~;lt-f.~1!.~iA!'.!:u,.~-M#i$$f.·~1
.:1 ;r£~i~~~;~;~~~~;/~~i~

l.

STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
mechcn.c. He rnoln house caffs.
"57•798A, er.Mobile 525-8393.

10

94 CAMAR.O, green ...;ti,

lei,

inlerior,

~-

-i:~: 1: ~"'.':;,~ ~,~.:; ::':.•~-~~]

c:if ~ .~$500i!;,~=tr:i

!;n~~~~.T~r~\t~•
7561.
inspedod, 409 N Univ, lor appl 99f.
91 ECLIPSE GS turbo, outo, crui11 5204, "53-6785. $2".SOO
control, o/c. wlii!e, ..,.,.,,,f, llenl0,

,.~=;,~~~-

Appliances
UOYO'S A,Pi'UANCE SHOP in
Cmslcpher Washer, dryffs
relrig~. ""-• 'etc. s{oo eod,,
gvaronleecl, 1·618·7U·.U.SS.

,-mher,, dryers, lwoitng/no1). ·
TV'• & vca slal1ing $50, TV&.
yea UPAlll,
AhleAfpl,~457·7767.

t;:~:: E•I..,: ::: Ii IC ~T"-i"."< :ti
~-~~J:. 'r.,g~c?.
·:E(ectronics ::

_;i __ -

; ; --

.

.

6eo~.:S/:~ mi, ;:t-• SS,OOO-$lO,OOO. 549•

90 MAZDA MINI VAN, 140,xxx mi,
~""~~.~9·'-7odl68~
•• -pump,

-•

90 Pontiac: Grand Pru If A dr /c
p,;, pl, exc cond. 61~ i,;,,,k ~75;
9

mowe

Coll 5C9°:S000

;:~~= ~i1m !i~t,,2~~:2

'

,es

11: ::f.~~:~~upplie~ :_fl 1i:::::::·:]€:;·:::::61 iti;;::~~~~~600/
°:'°.J~

z:i:11
Ger~c , I ~ ;DALE Fum ,_;; 5 mi rn,,;. SRJ i;. mo. 549.9663' Avail immed.
pui:pies$200-1.,687-A792.
hou,., on Giont Ci,y Rd w/d ui;l
SHARE LARGE 2 bdrm !t,w/ _femafo,
TANITTBUUPUPl"l'Forsole, 10-1,.s· doaningsemceind,$300/mo;AVAlt ~~9-~7l210+ lfuhl, 1 mo
old, playful, wonned, asling $200, coD NCIW, ro lease, .c.53-6293.
•
men.
•
549-0291.
, m:IV ~ ;Vo ~ ~ ;v" V, :'9;; j9' Bi!I
AQUARIUMS. 55• 1 wn-ds & ~hen; BA."IA"I.A..¥
.A.¥ .A..'I
~.A.E

FLOOR MOOEL 2r 1V fuuale,
....-induded,cnlingSlOO,c:oll
549-0291.

MU•KT•1t'°•HO•WN••••CarbNH-.:.,ds•1'•,

J2.50v""" ""'

tij"":: ; '. :: ·: .

LIi 985-8811

ObwT~sen•

w, . ~ svpp1t:b;:

=~$3~ ..::: ~~~~~~ .~l~-l~r~~~-

-=~~~:~:~

smol<ing, animal
lor
Coll

non

FOR SALE: BRAND NEW batt~
I
~;;r.'lorwlieelchoir$150,CoD5 ·L,
_Au_ble:15e ; J 1
brand..%'
.
.
.
•
,-·-·.
-----.
---.....
_.,
Q\JIET SPAOOUS 1 bdrm 2 b1ocb
repair.
iMM@•l;•;l§dMij<; from ~ampu,, clo;e lo strip, 516 S

Sporti~g Go_o~

PO L

,

TV•, Vat• , lterees,

,

"86 IBM Compulw $275, 25• color t-, NEED FEMALE,
$65
she,/d,y.,
$125

l"i1·~-=:;;::;;;:::;;::;:;::=::;;...~;::;;:;;:-:.:::'1•1 refrig;,:,$150~-8372. $300, ~"'.°,:l"'Cicelly.•ummer.

::·.,·1.
_J

$ CASH PAIE:, $

Mf=~~r ir:::: .~~~mm:~t~s:. :] :

IBM 28~, complet~ w/ mod~m &
ra~ason,c clot mctrut color pr,nter,
-ming S-'00, c:oll 54 9-029l.

video cameras, fog mochinu,
recarc!ing sllidios. Sound ea,, Music
"57-~1

u :~i~~e.~§;=:u ,~:::

:~:~:~6:~~\LE,wl.!eUue
intenor, ou:O, ps, pw, pb, o/c.-' qi,
Te,unCar,W95,529-!1565.
OESOT082l2.60,280RM.lllbatl,,
appliances, c/a, U900, Call 86790 FORD PR06E GT, Mozda engine 2308.
•

CLASSIFIED

VCR'S FOR SALE, 1 ~ old, ucellent
~~i.asl:ng !N.l lor eoch, coll

1

..a...•

....._¥

•· ·SUGARTREE/COUNTRr CLUB .!.,
9
*
* ~• .cmCLE APARTMENTS -••
~~!. ?= ~~: ~J..!i~ s'sl~dt:.,a'{t
*
*
au
* ~· .
**. •._•
•••
** :c
.
·ADS
J*
-~u~.~"':~~ e:io-=;~~s2.,&~,',;;: ** "The Place with Space"
* r.:~
•..•
* ,•
••• •
:;;:;!2~
Ii :. Fu~ilu~e: :: ·]I ~.
** n
fer,letalls.
1

rocl'oo,o/t,.CO"l'S,$1200.549-0651

it it it it

si,

hoolup.

684 8068
, con
·
-

12X60, 2 bdrm,, asling $1000. No
SSOODGEVAN,87,xxxmi,pb,pw, reasonableolfetrefu.ed.l.lustsell.CoD
::rna~~~,drivendail-,.$1300, 351-0JJ9cr529·8133.
=,:c=-,-,-,c-:------I MUSTSEUbyfeb 27, 12x50,2bdrm,
oulomclic,

~
,,

lorrentcrsole,549-8:38.

_ask_lor_tco_._ _ _ _ _ , 1980 1"'70 Scfiuhz rnobae home, J
995

L~:~~6~ "'wtfJ1en $50, Coll

W

12 REASONS it -+c it -+c
TO LIVE AT

~

·

¥

.

T

~~
~

APARTMENTS

•351 ·9905.
JAAl)feovemeuage.
82 WI JETTA. pemct ~ • mW see,
mi, $1
. CoDBrod
----------,----1 .

~~~~~~~Call

~~PICIC-r,ssooobo.
00

J_-~__:5_s_11,...~_~_&_in

~~-shape_D...;.L_1:'_6_1

-

I

fur d'iredions. 529-251", de1 awoil.

:!n_v.~usw·,~~.;_~&v~~;,i;_
~.
l"!"'M .,...,, __ __,
&$ 2•6&' di'°,~"9lfan&up$.1Co5, n~•_ 1tonc1_
0- 9 7822
truch, ond vons from S995 b $3000'. 15
,_ S
~~~2.Aub Won, Corbondaie
_W_I_P_IN_A_N_C_
•

-•-•--,-.,.-.-5-co-,.-I

.80 C·l0 shcrtbed truck, outo, 350
0
2

,i,,,_

119Eeh.ny,Herrin,ll.9A2·6029.

ts;..s'1iJ'."'gr-oat,$ 700cr

*
*'
X

""

IVMI

""""

3.GoodSludenlDiscounl .
4. Split Level, Furnished & Carpeled Apartments
5. Super Large, Spacious Bedrooms
6.FuDBalhswithTub&Shower
•
7. Office & Maintenance on !he
8. Individual Heal and NC .
9.'Privale Parl<ing & Swimming Pool
10.Privalet.SetureEnvironment

~i~~~ioL~:mTHEOORMSORANYOTHER
COMPAR/.SLE OFF-CAMPUS

CAUPOR$1001

9501.
CAU POR $100 Seized & sold
locol!ythiunon1!,. Trucb,lx.c's,etc. 1·
800-522-2730 .., .1642.

. fa. : : :~arts &

Se~~: :ll
.

PATTIRSON DffAILIUVJCI

Cleon, canl W•

oc:c_epl Visa, M/C &
~SC<Mtr. 549-0766 lcr cppl.
·

~A

2.1. S91t~3n•th,Jalifi112e<!!~thSoophrSu~~~r'00nG1y'ra~ases

·

**
Premises
*
~.;!,.i~
*
*
·;t:~
*
APT.
* .lf;ROM SJ55 tCIS350 eer .er PetMonth
~;.~~--:;-'~~ INSURANCE * 1201 s. Wall
~~~~~~1w.-.,~4r;,.rs- ··••·A!.lIQ
···•····•·•• * it it it -+< -+< it it
~ro1uny~';!!rooTh.~

obo, coll 529-7807.

~A

YOUR SWEETHEART OFA DSAL
HERE IN THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY:
O.t•Sll1mom.&,ut111111trort.. l&m0Prlco
u•2111(reoarortlioSammuor.hll.

•.

Secullf0cpoaltl(ntllePal4Ddore
rc1i:t.at1,. ;tea~ Prlco $SOII.OO

T

Call To4&f Fu u Appolatm111t To Vic,..

'f

114M511 or 52Mf!11
.
,n: ALSO HAVE ITVDIOS • 1 IIEDROOIIS

y
.WIJUJILZ
'f
** Iii
--v; ...,-; 'i'V¥'r ~ ;v. ~ Y.: :V-¥ I!
** A.'¥.....A A,.,A.,.....A.•.111._A _ .
.

*
**
*
*
*

Standard & High Rislc.
MmrhlyJ'½'fflffllA,-.J.ihl,

A1£Q.

Health/Life/Motorcycle
l-Lme/Mobile Homes/Doots

•••• AvA-LA-· •••
INSURANCE
457-4123

INSURANCE
All Drivers
Auto - Home - Motorcycle

Monthly Payment Plans

Jim _Simpson 1-.snrance

. ~49-2189"
. ·-·· ·-- ....... -·· - .... .- -. -·; .

. ...... -.

*·Dishwasher
•
*
Washer Dryer
* Central
Air & Heat
Call .
&

·Bonnie Owen

529-•i 08.2.
~

P~operly Manag~inen~
816 E~_Mal~r _~arbet_n.dale.. ~~9~20 54 ·_
~-----..........--..'!"'!"--~--!""!"'J-.'I"!"::"'!"!'"'!".,, .. .,

•.w. t.!.N/,"lN.•~•\:,•~-..1.\~.:l~lN~~•~~~-:!~!•!-!•!~-:lfitul:-:i~!•!

~.~,~/..f.t~llh'J~}-~!,!~J.•~•~•~•'.{~t~J','Jm)lr)❖!❖!{{{❖!❖:❖:m!❖i:❖:•:\{•.~•&((•JJJ:-;•.t,•l,'••..••••..•..._.•.._~.wnur,❖..

CLASSIFIED

DULY EGlrll\N

~Aug,

SUBLESSORS ..:.«i.d ~
NICE 2 BDRM TOWNOOUSE. d/w,
.w/ op!"'!' lo lease lor loD, very dose lo mi"""""", close lo campu>, no pen.
~•.lg 3lxlnntownhcvse, l~bath, swimming &Rsl,ing, "57·5700.
s250 mo neg. 529-8589.

I;,: 1

· "
Apartments

I

u'

~11

~:

~---.--.---,,..,

NlCE, NEW 2 bdrm, furn, carpet, a/c,
avail now SIA S WaR, 529·3S8l/
529·1820.
COlONIAl EAST APTS ho, large 2
bdrm CMJiloble in quiet neighborfuod,
laundry looli~es en premises, "57•
7782 ot 5'.9·283S.

mic& STUDIOS lowored for

IIAAND NEW luxury opts 2 lxLm,

1~ bath, fireplace, patio, no pets,
proleuional, p,elerrod. 5'.9·5596.

SOPHOMOU APTS~et<:,wn
01 law 01 $185/mo person
OPEN 10-5:30529·2187.

Renting for 98°901
Pick vp our Rontal Ust
Efficl,2,3 bdrm,
Apar!menb and Mobile Homes
lle.i localion, In Carbondalel

Office houn 10-5 Monday-Fnday
&byopptSot
805 E. Parlt

FURN 2 aDRM APTS, c• ltl•,

p•rlc·•··
ALL unu INQ., 1
blk 1o SIU, 5'.9·029.

I

RAWLINGS ST APTS, 1
.Itel,-, ::a ltlka froa SIU,
457-6786

""'°'•

or llwlng In II clumil'P

';f1.

,t;:·r.:.,..,~~c:"!n!':'th
no pet,, Van A.Aon, 529-588 I.

llar!ing

98, furn, near SIU, From $185/mo. 1 .;·2 -• DRM APARTMINTS
Ava~May&Aug, some with c/a &w/
CoD "57·,U22.
d, some not, 1 yr lease, quiet
NICI TWO BDRM lowored for
cal 5'.9-0081.
98, furn, carpeted, a/c, near SIU,
from SA75/rno, caD "57•AJ22.
COAI.E MfA SPACIOUS
I & 2 bdnn furn apb, $175•
320/••• incl "'°""/1rail,, air,
no pet,, can 68.4·.41"5 ot,6!"-4•
Schilling.;~~r',Mgmt
6862.
'

nr.c1 ol reommat• haulH

EFOOENCY APAAT~. newly~
modeled, near SIU <Dff'9'1S.
$250/mo, a,11529-22'1.
4, 3, ::a, 1 IIORM APTS & tiovsei,'

TOP C'DAI.E LOCATIONS,
•p•clovs I & 2 lxlnn furn apb,
$245•335/•o, incl ""'""'

:u~~~:.iJ"!'68.4-6862.
ONI BDRM lowoffcl for 98-;;,:
modeled, near SIU, furn. microwa-,e,
from $350/mo, "57·AJ22.
Aaaltauaclor H•II Do,Fum Rooms/I 611c N C"anpu,, Util
Paid/Satellite TV, Computer Room,
CESl Conlrocl Avail 457•::1121 ::a.

Boaal• Owo • Pffpwty
M1•t 816 EMain, ""'1se.,
cpanmenb, roomrnote service,

529.205.4.
MURPHYSBORO: ,-ot-2 i,J,;;, mrpd,

th tZ-~ri.'• no pen. $200/rno,

Lrn IN & LOYI !his ~ 2
bdrm opt in 101,, & pooceful M1>oro,
oNy $275/mo, a,ll 687•2787.
APARTMINT, I Bedroom efficjency,
available now. IOmirtute11oSIU,Cambrio IL, quiet bvilding, lram $210/
month, 351-0m.

~'r..J:o~~~:r_.ir.
recxlyl FaryourC0!')'a,ll "57-8l9.t, ·
· 529•2013,~ma~dirisbOinlmet.net
ot vblt • lpha'a 11ow -••lie
ONE BEDROOM. deoro & quiet, close Nip:// 131.230.3.4.110/alpha
FOUST HALL DORM
lo the Univeni!y,
1 bl.xi, from Campus. ~r.ties paid.
availal,lo Jon I, cr.D "57•5n0.
G<eat rates, lg l_riclgo, Comro.ilio
mom,,OpenaDyearl "57-5631.
NICE 2-3 BDRM, r..n, hardwood, ale.

TOWNHOUSES

STUDIHT HOUSING
Leases availabl.i lor S<.nnmer_& ran

w. CoUogo, 3 bdrm,, furn/
unlum, c/o, May &Aug leases,
CoD 5-49-.4808. II0-6 pnJ.

306

NIU, 2 bdrm, unlum, ale. lomilytype
~..;.,~~~108-98,

~·;,.J:o1c.ii~:'.:n:i~

readyl Far your~a,ll "57-8l9A,
529·2013, ~mo~ dirisbOintmet.nel
or Ylalt AJpt.••• • ow -••It•
htlp://131.2.30.3.4.110/alpl,c,
2 BDRM, lua·size W/0, D/W, l"ffllle
lencocl ~tia. garden v,ndow, 2 ba1h,,

~1.~~~G-'~t~:t. $570.

·=-~~~~.X,~!!:T.1:{
ceitong Fon.. wltirlpocl Ml w/ garden
window, baths en an 3 level,. near Cedar lc~e. 6/1 occup., $750• .457•
819.t, 529.2013 0w,, a.
·

~s.;;~t~'~ l:!li=~:~:

MURPHYSBORO: I & 2 bedrooms,

~:J_7!~~:1:1m.

529•::11054 or 549.oao5

E-mail anWmiduYSl:ntl

· MONDAY . FEBRUARY

=

D~~~=p=le=xe!!:;=?:::~::!:!!f!!.l~I

BUCKINRIDGI Anl 2 lxlnn,

:Sr."m~ia j;7~~~J. 01

~

RENTING lot wmmer & Ion,

MAaJON, NIWIR 2 Bl'~
USTalCTID INCOMI UM•
m, SHCIAU 907•2935,

::n:.~~~~odi:,':;.r,
ceiling Ian, pa~o, $,175·525, 893·

MOYI IN TODAY nice 1 bdrm,
close lo strip, $250/mo,529·358I.

2n6 after 5 or leave mMIOQO,
2 BDRM, S 51, -4 mi lo SIU, woler &
lnn'1 ind, $300/mo, lease & d.p, no
pen. ova~ now. "57·50.t2.

SlUOfC>; ·2 .blks 1o SIU. "'°""'
1ras'1 incl, $195/mo, -411 E Heskr,

· FURN

~::.t, fJ:7376.
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FOi: RENT: Giodesk c,';,,;,. l½mt,, R. NICI 2 & 3. BDRM HOUSH
Budaninster Fuller, appoi~b onfy, Avail/Nrf&Aug,w/J,c/o, 1 yrlocno,
1
coD JI0-306-1913.
quitta""";S-49-0081.

6Boclreoma
701 w. 0terry

C'DAI.E AREA SpaclHs 2 & 3
bdrm l,ouses, double closets, w/d,
carport, Ire • mowing/trash,
$375•395/••• ALS01
Lua•ry bric\ 3 bdrm house,
no pet,, 68.4-.41-45 01

ffi?fa7i

SDoclrooma
303 E. Hesler
COUNTRY SETTING, England H.;ghts,
4 lloclroor,u
319,321,32-4,-406,802WWa!nul
~a.s!1oo~':a;'f~•tr':~
207W. Ool..511,505.503 S. As!, $19001o buy, #25 Reed Station /AHi>,
305W~,•;!~SHoyes
lt-68.4_·5_21_.C_.----..,..,.--,TOWN AND COUNnlY 3 bdrm, lg
3 Boolreosna
t~~n, lum, c/a, appl. Call 5.t9·

F~!t'.~l~S ~

3
~~:~:~

306 W. Coll,go••• 321 W. Walnut
2Docl... ma
319,32.t,32.tJl,406 W. Walnut
305W.Col1ego
1 Boclr. .••
310~W. Cheny... l~!,S. F<n>t
802 W. Walnut.•• 207 W. Oal,

Hear!landPraperties
""'Y, nopet,

~:!.·:~i~!r-' .
I, 2, 3, -4, & 5 BDRM, liouses & c,pb,

~·1!l~"'aic&Jo~r~~~
readyl Far your capy a,ll "57-819.t,
529·2013, e-maa chrisbOintmet,net
ot vlalt Alpha'• 11-wollallo
http://131.230.3.t.110/olpl,a
IARGE -4 ot 5 lxlnn houses, dose lo
SIU. Fum a/c, no pets, avail Aug, CoD
m-na2 9om-lpn.
3 BDAA\ HOUSE, grad wJ.nts, c/a,
dean, w/d hoalcup, carport, lawn care,
I yr locno avail 6-1, "57•.C92.4
N:CE lARGE 1, 2, 3 & -4 lxlnn houses,
close lo SIU, ne...ly remodelod, May or
Aug.Mihat5'.9·1903.
.

NIQ2 BD~ alr,w/cl, l11r11•
address is 711, 7rfl, 707, & 705 S.
ynrcl,
•r•••
Papk,r, 529·529.t Off'/ time. Pets OKI
• Y • II •••, $450, 457.
CARTERVIUE, 1 bdrm in C04Jfllry, por- 4::1110.

•••"d

:::S.'s:zrot.:.1~-~-

burner, no
8AANO NFN 2 Bdrm, 2 car garage
w/Of>«Y'!', 62.4 N Michael,

wlii;r.:.

~7~{ii~29~~ ~~ ~ mo,

Acapling

I BDRM Apartmen!s, near campus,
prefer grad student, avail now, S'JOO/
mo, 5-49•165'. or "57·AJ05.
2 BDRM opanm,,,b, I 611c from com·
tf:}23t;..,,,;1y. Avail Aug lS,

tail

. WXURY I IIDRM Apt near SIU,
w/d. eaa gril, furn, 1ram S385/mo.
457-44::i::i.

1 BDRM DUPlEX. $21.S-225/mo, furn.
ale. incl woler, lnnlt, heal, &lawn. no
peb, 2 mi ecnt en RI 13 by l\e Honda,
alsa openings for summer and loll,
"57-0277 or 833•5'.7.4.

Nia TWO BDRM, r..,,, carpeted,
ale. w/d ind, near SIU, nice )'O'd,
$05/mo, a,ll "57-AJ22.
Prof & Grad Students lo rent J bdrm

l,c,,ses. Remodeling worl.-os.sislonce

~~c.'t7~~pet,

on ONI 011 tlM ltost •-•..
Great lacatien, wtll maintained. 3

tt:'s~~_f>~ ;fro, ~O,:,;

5::J~!,S.10pm.

OIYH1NSfl
504 S.Ash,.4
504 S. Ash,.5
507 S. Ash #1-15 •
·509 S. Ash #l-26 •
504 S. Beveridge#!
514 S. Beveridge#!
602 N. C1rico
403 W. Elm,.,
403 W. E!m.,.4
718 S. Forest ,t
718 S. Forest 1t2
507 1/2 S. Hays
509 1/2 S. Hays
402 1/2 E. Hester
406 1/2 E. Hl!.'\ter
408 1/2 E. Hester
410 1/2 E. Hester
208 W. Hospital #I
210 W. Hospiial #I
210 W. Hospital,-:,
703 S. Illinois ,.101 •
703 S. Illinois #(02
703 S. Illinois .,zol
612 1/2 S. Lof.an
507 1/2 W. t. ain ,.A
507 1/2 W. Main .,.B
507 W. Main #2
400W.Oak#J
202 S. Poplar 1t2
202 S. Poplar .,3
301 N. Springer #I
JOI N. Springer #J
414 W. Sycamore ;'IE
406 S. University#!
406 S. University #2
406 S. University ,,3
406 S. Unive~ity .,4
8051/2 S. University*
334 W. Walnut 1tl
334 W. Walnut #2
703 W. Walnut 1tE
703 W. Walnut #W

~
503 N. Allyn
408 S. A~h
504 S. Ash •I 1t2
;;_4 S. Ash #21t5 ·

502 S. Beveridge "2
514 s. &'1.-eridgc #1#2
514 S. Beverid,:e ,.J
602 N. Carico
306 W. Cherry
31 I W. Cherry ,2
404 W. Cherry Cf
405 W. Cherry CT.
406 W. Cherry CT
407 W. Cherry CT.
408 W. Cherry CT.
409 W. Cherry CT.
410 W. Cherry CT.
408 W. Chestnut
310 W. Collt.-i;-: .. , ..2
310W.Collt.-i:e"3"4
500 W. College ,t
501 W. Collei;e ,,4
50 I 'w'. C'-0IIL-i:e "5..-6
503 W. Colkge #>f#5
503 W. College "6 •
303 S. Forest
507 1/2 S. Hays
509 1/2 S. Hays
406 1/2 E. Hester
408 1/2 E. Ht:Ster
410 E. Hester
208 W. Hospital ,.I
703 S. Illinois .,.202
61 I W. Kennicott
612 1/2 S. LoG.m
507 1/2 W. ~ ain B
207 S. Maple
906 W. Mcl}Jniel
908 W. McDaniel
.300 W. Mill .,.I ,.2,.3
300W. Mill,.4 •
400W.OJk#J
408W.OJk
300 N. Oakland
51 IN. Oakland
. 202 S. Poplar#( •
JOI N. Springer ,1
JOI N. Springer A•2
301 N. Springer #j
301 N. Springer .,.4
913·W. Sv,;;1more
919-W. Sycamore
404 .1/2 S.Univers~
404 S. Unive_rsity

407 W. College ,.I
602 N. 0.1kland
513 S. Hays
202 N. Poplar#! •
407 W. College ,.2
514 S. Hays
509 S. Rawlings ,.4
407 W. College ,.3
402 E. Hester •
• 407 W. College ,.4
509 S. Rawlini:s .,.5
406 E. Hester
5 I9 S. Rawlings ...2
208 W. Hospital 1t2
407 W. Collei;e .,.5
503 N. Allyn
210 W. Hospital ,,3
519 S. Rawlings .,.3
409 W. College 1tl
609N. Allyn
212
W. Hospital
408 S. A,h
409 W. College •J
919 W. SScamore
409 W. College ,,4
1710 W. ycamore
410S. Ash
504 S. Ash,.2
409 W. College •5
404 S. Unive~ity N
500 W. College #2 •
408 S. Unive~ity
308 W. Monroe
504 S. Ash•3
501 W.C.Ollege•l,.21t3
503 S. University 1t2
413 W. Monroe
5C6S. Ash
514 S. Ash #I ,.3 P6
503 w. C.Oll!!!,•i -1 ,.2.,.3
805 S. Unive~ity
412W.OJk
402 W. Walnut
505 N. OJklaml
405 S. Beveridi,-e
809 W. Collei;c •
402 1/2 W. Walnut
810 W. College
· 514 N. OJk!and
502 S. BeveridgL"'I
404 W. Walnut
509S.R1wli~•t,.7
506 S. Dixon
502 S. BeveridiP2
519 S. Rawlings ;e.,t
504 W. Walnut
503 S. Beveridge
104 S. For~t
113 S. Fo,C!,t
820 W. Walnut
503 S. Unive~ity ,.2
505 S. Beveridge
820 1/2 W. Walnut
805 S. Unive~ity
I I 5 S. Forest
506 S. Beveridge
507 S. Ih-erid1,'1!,.l.,.2
l20S. Forest
404 W. Willow
402 W. Walnut
404 W. Walnut
507 S &...'l!ridgc •J..4#5
303 S Forest
508 S. Beveridi;e
511 S Forest
509S. &·\'l'ridgc,.1.,.2
609N. Allyn
407 E. Fn.-eman
504S. Ash.,.J
109 Glcrwit.-w Hank
512 S. Beveridge
500 S &...ciJi..'1!#3 "4"5
513 S. &:vcr:JJ.'1!#)#2
503 S. Hays
405 S. Beveridge
300 ECollcfee
507 S. Hays
502 S. &:veridge •I
710 W. Col ege
513S&..,uiJs..-e"'J~
509 S. Hays•
503 S. Beveridge
305 Crestview .
514 S. e......,n1i.'1!-1#2
906 S. Elizabeth
514 S. Beveridge ,.3
511 S. Hays
505 S. Beveridge
506 S. Beveridge
507 W. Main #I
513 S. Ha}-s
515S.&'\~#!#2
508 S. Be,·eridge
515 S Beverk ge ,.5
308 W. Monroe
514 S. Hays .
5I 2 S. Beveridge
412W.OJk
402 E. Hester •
91 ! N. Carico
.,
514 S. Beveridge 1t2
805 S. University
406 E. Hester
306 W. Cherry
402 W. Walnut
208 W. Hospital 1t2
407 W. Cherry
405 \YI. Cherry
210 W. Hospital#]
501 W. Cherry
407 W. Cherry
, 503 W. Cherry
212 W. Hospital ·
503 W. Chercy
• 506 W. Cherry
401 W. College
606 W. Cherry
61 I W. Kennicott
. 300 E. Coll~e ·
405 '11. C!ierry CT.
903 S. Linden
312 W. Col ege#J
610 S. Logan •
406 W. Cherry CT.
500 W. College #2
614 S. Logan
407 W. Cherry CT.
710 1'11. College
906 W. McD.miel
408 W. Cherry CT.
*PROPERTIF.S MA1lKED
809 W. College •
409 W. Cherry CT.
908 W. McDaniel
·
308
W.
Monroe
305 Crestview
410 W. Cherry CT.
413 W. Monroe
906 S. Elizabeth
408 W. Chestnut
300 E. College .
417 W. Mor.roe
I04 S. Forest
WITH AN ASTERICK*
.309W.C.Ollq.-e1t2•J
. 400 W. OJ\: •2
I 13 S. Forest
402 W. Oak1tE
120 S. Forest
.309 w.
400 W. Col ege .,. ,
51 I S. Forest
402W.Oak•W
400 W. College 1t2
.408W. Oak
503 S. Hays
. AREAVAIIABLE NOW!
507 S. Hays
400 W C>llege •J
501 W.Oak
400 W. College ,,4
509S. Hays•
·. 505 N. Oakland
..
. 511 S. Hays
400 W. College HS. ·., . ·• 514 !'1· Oakland
805 1/2 S.Unive~ily
404 W. Willow
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY

16, 1998

CL~SSIFIEO

TOP C'DAU LOCATIONS 2,
3, -' & 5 bclnn houses. w/d. "'""'
c/o,he...,...;ng,rope!S,call68A·
41"5 or 68A·6862, LI.ts la
freal yard •ex al 408 I
Peplar.

MURPHYSBORO 3 BEDROOM, 11ove,
Ing, o/c, util room w/hoolt-up, $375/
mo, c:oll 68"·"386.
2 BEDROOM AT 321 N 9th St in
M'boto, $375/mo, I.me, dep & n:f
req. 618·426-3965 lea.e meuoge.
LARGE .( B0RM, 2 Bib lrcm cx,"l"'s;•
~ ~ ~ ' . w/d, o/c. Avoil .May
5

DAILY HOROSCOf'E L'P lo dote IC'1P
resuli., coll rowlll 1·900-285-9371
ext. 5882. $2.99/min, must be 18 yn
old, s..-.-u 1619) 645-8"3".
"WORKING MEN• Misundentoadf
111

KITCHEN HELP. Evenings. Apply in per~-Jpn,. Rome Rntaurant, IM-, •

l'ROMOllON'S INTERN, class credo!,
100%plocement,greatrewmebuilder,

_CI_UM
__
,c_n_Ll_fL_O_O.;_R_ __
INSTALLATION can cx,st leu 11,a.,

Sound Cote Muiic INC, "57·5641. • "'""'vinyl Roon. Kild>en,, bothroom1,
RETAIL Clerk for ohemoons, Sot & entry-ways, etc. CoD Tl••• Tlllng
breah ot Midwest Cash, 1200 W ·618·529·31U,e,,en;"ll'Mc,;n,Cffi!it/drugd,ed,n:q.
'Vollr.
lofi
S ._,_by

~INA RING

~i,Jli276,;:.1~~v:t;;"~
i"9 lo lo.el
Stova Iha Car Deeter Mobile
mechonic. He males hovse cx,Qs.
'57·798", or Mobile 525-8393.

We .,.. 1-lclag for • good,
WIDGIWOOD HILLS 2 & 3 aeat penoa. Welter er wait•
lx!rm, lum, ea• heat, sl,ed, ro peh, ,..u. Step la eftor 2 P•
5.19-5596. Open 1·5 pn-Llays. I :Mes:;--soge--,Therapi=-~-st,-=Ru,--::-ible,-'t,.,.,,--rs-,-...,,I-,
205
~iLi~e!~·lo
~1.~2~·
E N.,in, ·
l'rcf,,,,!yMano(;ement529·2620,
HOMITYPISTS,
~--

';;;:i~_dc.:.
~~:iet~~~~;so,~""'

529-2432 or 68"·2663.

1fmi¥~,m~-;awFI

Ex!. 8-9501.

•

;~t~E~~~~ Q.5~~~~

1~-~

-'*..•
--..

... SPRING SRIAK

va

11

I BDRM M,,1,·:e Homes, $195/mo, ACOUSTIC BAND and individual mor
~

ter_..:!'01="'_ andlawnc:oreind,rop,,h,

3hdnnhomn,ol!onloblercle$,,.'01er, DIUVIRY Por,01,s W • ntod
-,trashpick-i,pandlawncx,relum Momingnewu!et.-,.rovte.
w/renl, iauridrnmot on premises, fuD Ccbr. & w..., o:all .5.49•2569.

==.a~=Md,;i:-~

-n.:.

0
:-:
••:e-:::""]""_;""'n:,...,.t,""'1,.,.~-1:-·IJ-_.,....

~~~#af~~Mo,e,
$2.99/min, mwbe 18yn,
S..-.-U619·6"5·6"J.C.
FORGET PEN PAI.SI
Get a phone pollll
Tollr.J;;.a-J,.,,.yourthaugl,h,
ca11 Moo•m•J889ut8581,
must be 18, $3.99/min,
s..-.-u 1619I 645-6"J.C.
LOVE AWAJTS YCUIII 1-900·285·
9077 ex1 6037, 6038, 6039, 60.40.
$2. 99/min,mustbe 1Bynold. SERV·U
619·6"5-6"J.C.
MUTYOURCOMPANIONI 1·
900-285-9287 Ex! 2825,
$2.99/min, mu,tbe 18yn.Serv-U
619·c!'5·8AJ.I.

The Ladies of . I ,_T_h_e1-ad-ie_s_ofDelta Zeta would Delta Zeta
like to congratu•
woud like to
Congratulate
late their new
their
initiates
1997-1998
Scholars

Oat

Oolagl Ca
Jc • Bahama
& florido. ~~ D=c.:'~ts & Fre~·
Drink Partieslll Sell 5. & go heel Boole.

k?¥Msh~:I

~IIIVi-.:,/MC/D;oc/Amf!11.

WWW.SPORTSUPPLIMINTI
.COM So.. up lo ~ off GNC ""
•porls nutrition. We carry EAS,
Twinlab, Mu.deoed,, all mojc.r brands.
Catalog on-line. Wont a groat bodyf

sicionsloployinonewcolkehovsein

.,.. ~
~ Con Chri
68"
UVE IN AFFORDABLE style, F..m 1, 2 & 656 9,
.
lad
r.ty at
•

9

_,_!_

....

~~•r::i~dJo'.'~one, 5pm, '57-6185.

r;;,ri~~ttf!'tl~~ne "°"

~~2~~!1{;;,

$3.99/min, must be 18 yn old,

s..-.-u 16191 645-6.(J.C.

1•800•234•7007, '1ttp://
www.endlnuurnmerloun.ccm.

3.6

DUll..•SOMITIUNO
MAUTUNI SPRING BRIAKI
Poilc,616EPan:,~7•6-405.Roxorwt Weare~Forashorp~nslon·· · fRII TRIPSI CASHI Stortin9 at
READ THE DAILY EGYl'T1AN
wi~
29_::~=~~ts~;
ON·LINE
good design, and fire up a web page ond fra\.el FREEi Ca.1 1·888•An•3933
http://........,.do;',egyptian.cx,m
TOWN AND COUNTRY. 1, 2 ortwo.
~-moil sunChtudentone.com, USA
( ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,I
bdnn, lum, ga• heat. cla, ro peh, II you have custom. service experi- SpringBrecH..,....,S.ncel976.
5"9•U71.
$39
Spring
Draak
12.<65, 2 BDRM. r,as heot, ,heJ,
$"05/ma, woll!r, !rush 3 lawn care t~theday,-••egatajc,l,you..,;Q
8ead, Resort- Pcncma
incl, ropeh, caD 5"9•2401.
~-,,ly ASAP ot the lrcnt desk of the
Gt:(• Spri Br00k Heod
0..-ly
in ,_.. 1263 of the
Only $29 ':.,,
Carnmunico,_,,,s Bldg. Bring )'OU" reAprly
1-fo'0-22"•-4853
r.ume~ifr"'haveURL',olyou,w,y
www.apri"9bn.al98.a,m
'

~~e Pork 2301 S l!inois Ave,

~~~"t"i:"~":..

f

i:~:.i:.~x~~r:.:6::

::~k

Egyprian

own, bring om.

a.;"g,:Z

I

Lisa Free
Vanessa Gomez

I Ox55, 2 bdrm, 1ll boll\ . .-ytl,i"II
iruide is b,ond new, ne-er li..d in since
"rem..deling. 12.<16 wooden decl,

~1..c::>: .'::t·in!l~¼,:;

867•2~onet5.
NICE. 2 BDRM. !um. ak .. /d,....,,.,
& !rush incl,pe!S~ $"05+ dep, 988·
8026.
NICE 1 & 2 bdrm. gen or aQ

elec1ric, an SIU bus route,

I

•
•
•

·

•
•

,ony no peh, 5"9·8000.

A MOBnf HOME lo, you. 3 bc!rm, two
bath, ded.s, 1~ao. $600. Also iwo
:x!nn, pell allowed, $250 & $350.
·o..c1t•s Rentols 529·"""-'.

1

PROFESSIONAl BUllOCNG AVAA,
:-i1oDrWslkenseSlalion,

Newsroom Graphic Designer

• 20 hours a week, late aftemoon-evenmg work

schedufo, other times as needed.

• ·lr

applications su~h as Adobe Illustration required.
• Photocopies of ab..,ut 5 examples of your work
should accompany :,'Dur application.
.

CRUIII IHli'I AND LAND•
TOUR .1011 Excellent benefit,.
Wo,ld """"'· Aslt "" l,c,wJ 517•324·
exJ C57A22.
,

3.0

Robyn Obert

4.0

Tritia~gan
/E~,Kni
.,,_._gg .

Melody Parks

4.0

Jill Phipps

3.4

Danette Pine

3.7

Melise Smith

3.4

Leslie Taylor

3.8

Kathy Cooper

3.4

The Dail:, Egyptian la an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Pick up your application at the Dail:, Egyptian
Reception De• k. Communlcatioi,a Didi,, Rm. 1259.
Mond4J' thniugh Fri iay, 8 ,i.11. • ~:!10 P.11. li:36-3311 ·

:;ciw'I

TmMumy
Kimberfy. Norris
Eliubeth Schneidewind

• ~~!{~;~ri~u~ni~:~nd illustration

Ij09Q

I!9

Jessica Litteken

Beth M-alafa
Aielinda Mct:uskey
Kelly McNamee
Lori Moskowiiz

Afternoon W\lrk block.
Car required, with mileage reimbursement.

• Produ::e illustrations, charts, graphs and

3.2

1,
'--riJateftuHrerrM

Dispatch Clerk
•
•

3.0
3.0

Jennifer Hanamon 3.1
Amy Lamar

t

Morning work block.
Duties ~.,elude answering the telephone,
scheduling advertising, assisting walk-in
customer and Coordinating work with sales
reps.
• Compi;!er experience helpful.

!toned PA. pa..! par\Jng, $750/mo,

,.t.57-el9.I, 529·2013 Chris B.
: STUDENT RENTAL, 3 propertiH,
$1600/mo rent, need, minor repairs
'and roof. Was $99,000, now
.$79,000. 812-867-8985.

Aftero.xin work bloek.
Car helpful, with mileage reimbursement.
Sales experience helpful.

Office Assistant

IC§~m;~[~;€ri JI .

3.2

..,.,1 R~=;

C~urtney Search
Meghan Sfrong
~ey Viera:eber
Katie Weir

Stephenie Meisner3.1

Vanessa Gomez 3.5
Hol~ Jones

3.5

Haley Luttrell

32

Tara Murray

3.0

Etizd:dt ~ 3.0

C.00rre,' Soorch

3.5

l<GieWett

3.5

DAILY EGYPTIAN

COMICS
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by Garry Tru~Mll.
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~:;~=~~~~N•hal

M.-:n11sQ..l..IJ [
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(Ansvwera tomom,w)

~-Ct.EntCALHltP

llubes

by Frank Cho

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

ov,~--

h}' .Jack Ohman
IF CATS MAD A
RAOtO CALL-IN
ADVICE PROGRAI\,'\_

J

II other Goose and Grimm

hr Miko Peters

llaih·. Crossword

~·

,t,CRCJSS

1 eon»orage
7 Sl<?<veend

11 To and_
11?.ut:soo!

ISJarr.ai:anfnil
16Gar.Ws
mall...

1711,ar-,,,,_of
Clllcu:.a
ISO!s;>u'.escnl!>O
~

20·ra11·<1:s121::hef

22 Rarilca
23Poslpone
26A,;ula'JOO
29Be!gious
gO:tw,mg
301,re
31 Signal>r

33Tatostt.ecal<e

34Sloclcof1'ines

35F~.
troisllse
JalnvonlCJ

\'/hwy
39 Gown:ng
40Wa'II.:_
41 B<lao!leftleal

420!<ay
43 Tropal l>O'd'es

"

~"

"

['i"

~~ ~

..

·~"
lt1"

"

"

."

tjj.,

i.

"

lfij:'

M

. ..
..,

"

Ii!,~ ..

..

"

-loetvm

,.&!"

~

~

1!,i"
l!

.

11!1[;!1
~ ~

245"1-r.posoo

~ ~

><·r,ig ti ~

~

..

~"

~

. .,.._ "'

C!P5llld:1Nlruda£nm,h:.

·,~"

"
r.'l"

~-

Ji

9 Cor.:agrus

=

!iS"

66Lneelnp1J

~:'

iF

6.laoob'sltntuir
7Pa....a:ea
30n l 3 0
81'21'1CW!eg!II( 3nN 3 A Y

"F

~

2.!illaal<s'g~

aba,!Jiel!/
E9Dcct:,-e

an~

oom1

32•_11.m~~
3<Wa1lr'gbld

36Punru;i.-o

lGollOg!!!M'

3i'_Up.l>Jc?'
~Sl'.ad!llee
.U.Pacln:sc
~Stow,_,
47 Hmalaym

3Blad<goo

2/1!198

ZlllnesSl,s

2 'We_L'le

W<nr

'!'

ll!lserce

E7_1'1ams,n.
68Y,'l?Slem

1Th1it~~

011 Y N

UIO
l H 0 I 3 H DIN
49 ur;,,.tm:lrl
ll"cMj.trelf Elm!!! N 3 S S3~
i,ad<.ag!!
10~~
S:
N
3
111
Y1
;1 Fre,:t,~"°" 11 kmcsTap:thJ
l " I d S S 11Y
52Stnalr~
12~'garl,
y 9 y Si! 5 I YIH
538",(I~- 13KdsOJI
SSCC)on!hell,Jif 19_m.?lor
HY U SO y.,.y
57F<09..,
21~t,;,:al
y y 1113
0
.OSU11e
23_0ccrnal
;!IN • "9 r 11,
~Wt,w,,
S~Enl
S 5 Y ftl!!3 n YIN
ES>,rr.-,.

.:a~

~~"

~"

" " "

,,
" Jl n " isE!>eia,,

4Van
SYa:a!iongpot.

rnon,lQr

.~
O0

S 310
3111

11 I H Dll
3 l I Uln
3 1 YJS
HR i II ,1
r l
S3 i

U3
113
~fl SH I I\
l S I Y3
Y 3, 3 D

1,

1,

50~$l(n8$
~

58J.tmw.-.
Tartd
S9'Tolhvurd

Hm'

54Sd1Xlitr>l!>e 61~ar.teiope
,l!i2-Claslic
ll=lS
6lGoll~
56Harm;'&l:in

I

Offer Expires Monday, February 16, 1998. Not Valid w/any other
offet or promotion. Custom.er pays all applicable sales tax. Extra
Toppings $1.25 each. Valid only@602 E. Grand, Carbondale.

311 no,
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Loss

continued from page 16
72-68 on two three-poin:r-.:1 by
Hawkin.~ with 4:43 remainir g.
After two free throws by Bradley
senior Adcbayo AkinJ...,mlc:, Tucker
closed the gap to 74-71 on a threepoint play with 2:40 left But Braves
freshman Jerome Robinson hit six
free throws down the stretch as
Bradley pulled out the win.
"We did come back very
strong.'' Henin said. "We made two
big runs and came back in the baske1b:JI game. It was a game of
streaks, and tltal's what you try not
to ha\'e. But we got ourseh-es back
into position to win at least twice."
The Salukis dominated the
Braves behind the arc 12-1, but
SIUC attempted 33 three-pointers,

while Bradley had only five
attempts.
Bradley sophomore Rob Dye led ·
five Braves ir. double figures in
scoring with 18. Hawkins paced the
Salukis with a game-high 24 points,
including six three.~. Jenkins added
19 on seven of 23 shooting while
Tucker poured in 14 and sophomore
forwanl Chris Thunell had 10.
SIUC travels to Terre Haute,
Ind., for a battle with Indiana State
University Wednesday ,night in its
final road game of the regular season. Indiana Stale is in sixth place in
conference play.
"We just need to y,in basketball
games." Henin said. "We've played
here, and we just didn't get lhejob
doni=. We'll try to beat Indiana Slate
and we'll close with two at home,
and we'd like 10 win the last three. It
will be a good ballgame."
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.Earnhardt wins Daytona 500
times. before but . ·sCJ:nething 'pleased !IS he was.
WASHINGTON Posr
always had come up to snatch
So ended ·an era at the 40th
DAYTONA BEACH, Aa. - You aw1y victory in stock car racing's running of the Daytona 500, on
could almost feel 185,000 fans . premier event What cruel· twist the 50th birthday of the National
hold their breath Sunday ·at awaited? Tornado? · Lightning Association for Stock Car Auto
Racing (NASCAR), as Earnhardt,
Daytona lntemational Speedway strike?
Suddenly, two cars were spin~ the sport's biggest money winner
as Dale Earnhardt and his
snakcbit, coal-black No. 3 ning on the back straightaway, the of all time, closed the book on a
Chevrolet weri1 arouml · and --:llow caution flag was coming 59-race Winston Cup losing .
around in a roaring blur, chasing out ::mi Earnhanlt, in front of the streak, worst of his career, and a
the one great prize that in a storied mayhem for once, was able. to 19-year Daytona 500 losing streak
racing career he'd never managed hold off a furious charge from by taking the season opener with a
behind by Bobby Labonte 10 dominating performance that
10 catch-the D.iytona 500.
Storm clouds rumbled in as the claim the trophy that had eluded earned him $1.06 million.
"\Ve cried a Huie on that lap
son of a stock car driver from him for 19 years.
Then he was spinning his car coming in to get that checkered
Kannapolis. N.C., ticked off the
last of the 200 laps-180, 185, in giddy donuts through the flag," he said. "It was pretly awe190, 195, always in the lead, and infield grass and he was smacking some. All the race teams were givnow just five to go lo the winner's the paws of hundreds of rival pit ing me high-fives. It was amazing
circle. He'd been there many crew workers who seemed as how good it felt."

penetrated to the hole time after
time after time."
·
Despite the problems, the
Salukis had several chances to
compete in the second half.''
reverse the outcome. SIUC battled
Senior center Theia Hudson the Panthers for the entire game
kepi the Salukis in the game early before the scoring drought, and on
on. Hudson muscled her way for 20 three occa.~ions had opportunities to
points on 8-for-8 shooting and grab the lead.
grabbed 12 rebounds.
However, Scou's team scaled
Bui d11ring the decisive run, their own fa:c by commiuing cosily
Hudson did not get off one shot and tumo\'crs in critical stages. For the
received liule help from her team- game, SIUC committed 20.
mates. Her free throw at the 6:13
"We didn't good job of handling
mark made the score 52-47, but that the ball, and I thought we were very
was the last point for the Salukis.
impatient in our offense," Scott
UNI do:ninated on the defensive said. ''They got out in front the secend. double teaming Hudson every ond half and we just kind of laid
time she got the ball inside. When down."
Hudson was able to find an open
The first half was a much differSaluki, they failed to capitalize.
Excluding Hudson, the Salukis ent story as the two !cams hauled
produced only SC\·en points from almost to a standstill. The Panthers
their starting !incur in the final 20 had no answer for Hudson. while
minutes. In the second half, SJUC the Salukis could not contain
shot 37. percent from the field, com- Dawson.
Both players led their t ~ al
pared to UNl's 50 percent mark.
"Nobody shot the ball very well·· halftime with eight and 10 points,
for us, except Theia." Scou said. "If respectively. UNI dirt eventually
you look at our stats and go down open a six-point lead late in the first
the line, nobody shot over 30 per- half, but a basket by freshman
guard Courtney Smith and a free
cent."
The 1-.::Jukis spent most of tl:e throw from Hudson sent the Salukis
day U)ang to figure out a way to in at halftime do,.,n 28-25.
All was not lost for the Salukis
stop Panther freshman guanl Kary
Dawson. Dawson often found ways 1h:s weekend as they did manage to
to break down the SIUC defense as defeat Bradley University Friday
64-48. Hudson was the focal point
she poured in 18 points.
"She killed us," Scott said. "\Ve of the offense, again scoring a
had nobody that could stop her. She game-high 21 points and grabbing
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continued from page 16

Want

$25,000+
for

college!

The Anny Reserve can help
you take a big bite out of college expenses.
How?
If you qualify, the Mont•
gomery GI Bill could provide
you with over $7,000 for college or approved vo/tech
training. We'll also pay you
ovcr$107 a weekend to start.
Training is usually one weekend a month plus two weeks'
Annual Training. By adding
the pay for Basic Training and
skill training, you11 earn over
$18,000 dttring a c:tandard
enlistment
So, ify1,u could use a little
financial help getting through
school-the kind that won't
interfere with schooktop by
or call:

Sphere (PG13) DIGITAL
4:00 7:00 9:50
Wag the Dog (R)
4:40 7:40 10:00
Good WIii Hunting (R)
4:20 7:10 9:55
Amlstad (R)
5:00 8:15
The Borrowers (PG)
5:20 7:20 9:20

Great Expectations (R)
4:50 7:30 10:05
Replacement Klllers(R)
5:30 7:45 10:10
Wedding Singer (PG13)
4:30 6:45 9:00

BE ALL YOU CAH B~

Freshman Forward Courtney
Smith drives around Northern
Iowa guard Nodine Brandt two
Sunday of ths SIU Arena.

seven rebounds.
SIUC ied by three at the l>rcak.
~ill Hudson-scored eight co,1secu1ive points to open the second half
to open a 37-26 advantage.
Defensively, the Salukis shut
down the Braves' attack. Bradley
could only muster 22 points in the
second-half, shooting 26 percent
from the field (9-for-34). The
Braves fell to 8-14, 3-11.

~

ARMY
RESERVE
www.goarmy.com

536-3311

JIISTIH bilS/Daily Ei.,-p:i.m

TAKING A SHOT:

I

Poet and Playwright

j~~~~~~sp~~~lll~thC!2~e
~ht);w~,
F
. -~~~
~ g ;:;J,,Y
rhythm and attacks with deliberate grace.

~

Tuesday - February 17, 1998
Student Center
Ballroom B

8:00

p.m.

For more information call
.SPC at 536-3393 or stop by
the SPC office on the third
floor of the.Student Center.
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Salukis can't escape El l'Jift<>, :on West coast
as team: drops two games duri,ng weekend
DROPPED GAMES:
Salukis lose first two
games of season, as
weather_ unkind to team.
RYAN KEITH

.

DE Sroins EDITOR

SlUC's season-opening week:
end in Nevada was dampened by
Mother Nature and a case of butterfingers.
The Saluki baseball team had
one game canceled because of an El
Niiio winter stonn. but SIUC could
not blame the weather in dropping
to 0-2 on the season.
The Salukis fell to the University
of San Francisco 11-5 Friday night, ·
ru :l followed tbt"effort with an 188 loss to the University ofNevadaLas Vegas Saturday afternoon ..
SIUC committed two errors in the

first game before losing a 5-1· lead Dave.Condon and Chris Schullian •.
with four errors against UNLV.
_SIUC managed just one more run,
SIUC's matchup with the while USF ad_ded single tallies in
University of Nevada Saturday was the eighth and ninth innings for the
rained out. SIUC's rematch with · six-run margin.
UNLV, scheduled for Sunday momJeff Pritchard led the USF
ing. was pushed bacl: and was set to offense, hitting ·4-for-6 with four
begin after deadline Sunday. night.
RBIs.- Senior Joel Peters led the
Salu'..i coach Dan Callahan was . Salukis by going. 3-for-3 with an
not pleased with his team's perfor- Rill, . while sophomore . Dave ·
mance during the team's opening Poh;,nan went 2-for-3, and sophowee~\!nd,
more Marty·Worsley went l-for-4
"Obvio~ly, we haven't played with a home run and an RBI.
as well as we had hoped," Callahan
USPs.
Chris
Thogerson
said. "Although, that is no·cxcuse i:.11>roved to 2-0 with the win.·
because we have had plenty of Salukijunior Brad Heuring' fell to 0chances to be outside with the warm I after allowing three earned runs
weather we have had."
and three hits in 2 2-?· innings.
The Salukis · got off to a shak-y Condon allowed five can.at runs in
stllTI Friday night agalnst San 2 2-3 innings. while Schu•·· iave
Francisco. USF (7-3) took an early up two earned runs in 2 2-. .,nings.
2-0 lead, bl.!t the Salukis responded, Junior Jake Bilyeu gave u, · ne run
trailing 4-3 in the fourth inning.
in one inning pitched.
The Dons took the lead for good
SIUC continued its skid with a
in the top of the sixth inning, scar- disappointing 18-8 loss to UNLV
-ing five runs off Saluki relievers Saturday aftc:rnoon,. The Salukis

Canada; U.S. prepare for showdown
in gold medal event at Olympics
BORDER WAR:
\Vomen hockey players
prepare for battle in
Nagano on Tuesday.
Los ANGaES TIMES
NAGANO, Japan - The Canadian
and U.S. women's hockey teams
have been thrown together almost
eve1ywhere they've been en route to
Nagano, dressing in adjacent locker
rooms for most of the games on
their exhibition tour and bunking
next docr to each other in the athletes' village at Nagano.
So it's onl)'. fitting they will be
thrown tcgether again Tuesday at
Big Hat in the first women·s
Olympic gold-medal game. a
matchup fraught with emotion built
over months of pushing each other
- figuratively and literally...Good
teanlS thrive on competition. and
they always give us good competition."
said U.S. center AJ.
Mleczko. "Everyone says, .. Oh.
you must hate Canada and when
you see them you say... Uh-oh; but
playing Canada is fun:•
Said Canadian Coach Shannon
Miller: "It's just another opportunit); for Canada and the USA, two
powerhouse hockey teams. to have
some fun banging each other
around."
Canada had a 7-6 edge in preOlympic play, bm the United States
won lheir most recent meeting, 7-4,
Saturday in the round-robin finale.
Boih had already clinched benhs in
the gold-medal game, but neither
took the game lightly. They com-

bined for 48 penalty minutes, nament than right now, the way I
inclulling seven for body checking play," Goyette said. "I've really
- which is prohibited in the been focusing on my game.
women's game - and·another for
"This :s a good opportunity for
checking from behind.
· women's hoekey in the Olympics.
"We have to adjust our game Each game is so important. you
because when you play against the Wjlllt to give everything you have."
U.S .• it's more physical. You can't
The United Stlltes, which has
skate with the puck from end to .been the runner-up to Canada in
each of the four world championships that have been contested;
. finished first in the Olympic preliminary round with a 5-0 record: Led
by Bye's· five goals and four each
from Granato, King and Laurie
Baker, the United Sillies scored 26
goals, 10 more than Canada. U.S.
goalies Sarah Tueting and Sara
DeCo,,ta, who each appeared in five
games. gave up only seven goals.
A.J. M!I.Cr(O
However, the best goals-against
U.S. WOMENS Ho.:m Ce.mt
average has been compiled by
Canada's Manon Rheaume, 0.81.
end," said Canadian forward
U.S. coach Ben Smith has alterDanielle Goyette. who became the . nated his goaltenders; Tueting sta.'1center of a firestorm Saturday when ed Snturday against Canada but·
U.S. forward Sandra Whyte DeCostll replaced . her during the
allegedly made a remark about the second period. Smith said he will
re:ent death of Goyette·s father and not choose Tuesday's. starter until
players had to be separated before the morning of the game.
they left the ice.
Canada (4-1) has also aitemated
The U.S. player denied making its goalies. Lesley Reddon started
such remarks, and Coach Ben Smith Saturday's game, .but it's unclear
said the team had even sent a sym- which goalie will start Tuesday.
pathy card to Goyette, but the conNo matter which team wins,
troverSy only heightened the rivalry women's hockey will ultimately
on tension between the teams.
win.
Goyette, 32, is the toumamenfs
"We want to show a good
top goal scorer, with seven. and is game," U.S. forward Shelley
tied for second in scoring with eight Looney said. "We're trying to get
points. U.S. forwards Karyn Bye. the sport out there:We want people
Cammi _Gran:ito and Kntie King to see how good the sport is, and if
also have eight points each.
the best two teanlS are playing,
··1 can't ask to have a l>etter tour- that"s what they'll see.•·

----,,---Good teams thrive
on competition~ and
they always give us
good competition.

took !! 5-L lead v.ith a five-run
explosion in the top of the second,
only to wntch the Rebels respond
with 17 runs in the fourth. sixth and
seventh innings.
·
Senior. Matt Dettman and
Pohlman kick-started the secondinning rally with back-to-back doubles. Junior Jon Winter picked up an .
RBI after being h1t by a pitch, and
junior Joe Schley drove in a run on
a fielder's choice. An error and a
steal of home by Winter Jed to the
Salukis' other two runs.
But SIUC returned the favor
later with two errors thnt led to four
unearned runs in the Rebels' six-run
fourth. UNLV added five runs in the
sixth. and· put another six on the
board to seal the win. · .
"Saturday's loss was especially
disappointing because we had a 5-1
lead at one point," Callahan said.
"Our defense really let us down and
made it much more lopsided than it.
should have been."

· Pohlman spearheaded the
Salukis offensively with a 2-for-3
effort at the plate and two doubles.
Dettman went 2-for-4 with a double
while Winter went l-for-3 with two
RBIs.
. .
.
Rebel starter Bill Scheffels
improved to 1-1 with the win.
Saluki senior reliever Donnie
Chester picked up the loss, giving
up five runs in 1 2-3. innings. Senior.
starter David Piaw1 allowed five
runs· in 3 2-3 innings before giving
way to Chester. Sophomore Jim
Pecoraro gave up four runs in I 2-3
innings ·while junior John Conrad
pitched one-third of an inning.
The Salukis travel to Stillwater,
Okla., Friday for a three-game
series with Oklahoma State
University.
"We know our pitching will
come around eventually, and we
hope that playing quality competition will pay off come our conference sc_hedule," Callahan said.

F.edorov ad~s. $pa~k-to:
~us~~~11·.team•·irn•.91y1.11pic.s'•
· the•.mostvaluable player in
1993-94, ; was dazzling .. in
Russia's:. first two games.
NAGANO,, Jap?J! ~· If the Whether at the point on the
· · ·Olympic ·tournament is all the· power play, or taking regular
· hockey. Sergei Fedorov plays shifts, he has added intelligence
this season ..;_ and the Russian and creativity:: to Russia's
. center doesn't' foresee resolu- offense and reinforced its defen.tion to his contract impasse with sive play \vhil_e· blending. well
the Detroit· Red, Wings - he with teammates who feared, he
intends to remind the NHL how mightbe'aprimadllnnaand taint.
much it is missing:
the te3ril's chemisny.
. • ·Fedi:>rov, a· two-tiine winner·
Choosing Fedorov.to replace
·or 'the Selke Trophy as· the· the injuredAlexei·Kovalev, "for
NHL's best defensive forward. sure was good• and, bad news,"
. and winner of the Hart Trophy as . goaltender Andrei Trefilov said,
WASHINGTON POST
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lnt.ernati~nal. Shipping
. . S_tu_dent Qiscounts .

Japan UPSJramato
5. ~c>rea UPS/Korea Express
UPS, Alrboume, fed Ex, OHL. EMS, Priority Mall,
Special Book Rate, Stamps, Boxes, Packing Supplies,

~m~MD

. > : :.ttallm~rk cards, fax. Scenic Postcards .

·..

.Private· ·. JR.. Packing Service

Mailboxes .~ : .(No charg~ fm~~abor)
·702 S. Dllriols A...,,;,* N~t to 710 Bookstore
. .
. : (618) 549::->1300
~ :· ·. · .
• \; ... · Opcftn 111·1'· 9:00~5:30

.Olyn:ipic;s: . ·.. , ·

800IlEDOARD

Women's hockey team to
face off against Canad1;1. ·

NBA

takers BB, Rockets 90
Bulls 99, Pistons 90"
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PostGame·
BASEBALL
Caray hospitalized after
collapsing _at nightclub
H.ill of Fame baseball broodc-.ister
Harry Carny collapsed during a
Valentine's Day dinner with his wife at a
nightclub and was taken to a hospital.
Carny, 78, was listed in stable but critical condition Sunday at Eisenhower
Medical Center. Spokesman Jim Ellis
said Carny's wife Dute hie asked that no
further details be made public.
A report of Carny's collapse Saturday
night was first confim1ed by the nightclub's general mun ager, Peter Marin. and
a former baseball scout who knows
Carny.
"Everybody was stunned," said Ron
Marino of Palm Springs, a former scout
for the Kansas City Royals. "It took a
while for the paramedics to get there.
They worked on him for a long time, but
there were no signs oflife."
There are conflicting reports as to
whether Carny, who makes his off-season
home in the Palm Springs, Fla., area. suffered a stroke or simply.slipped and fell. .
Carny collapsed about 10 p.m. His stepdaughter said he fell _when he leaned on a
table, CBS radio and' CNN reported.
Paramedics said they had takefl a man
in full cardiac arrest from the Basin Street
West nightclub to Eisenhower Medical
Center about 10:10 p.m. However, hospital officials would not confirm Caray was
that person.
He has cut back his broadcasting on
WGN-TV in recent years. Beginning in
1997; Carny cut out road trips with the
Cubs altogether, saying: ''Road trips are a
grind for ballplayers, and they can be
preny tough on announ;:ers, too."
After the stroke and especially in
recent years, Carny has made more and
more mistal:es on the air - misidentifving players and mispronouncing words.
Nevertheless, fans lm·e him and he
returns the favor.
. Carny is known for his oversized
glasses, the exclamation "Holy Cow!"
and hollering "Cubs win! Cubs win!
Cubs win!" after each Chicago victory.
Another Carny tradition is singing "fake
Me Out to the Ball Game" during the
seventh-inning stretch at Wrigley Field.
Carny has broad•:ast baseball games
for 53 years, 16 \\:th the Cubs.

NFL

Harbaugh traded to
Ravens for draft choices
Jim Harbaugh and Ted Marchibroda,
who just missed going to the Super Bowl
together, were reunited Saturday when
the quarterback was dealt from
Indianapolis to Baltimore.
In exchange for Harbaugh, the Colts
received Baltimore's third-round choice
in April's NFL draft. The two teams al.;o
e.tchanged their fourth-round draft picks.
The deal also appeared to end the
hopes for a comeback by Jim Kelly, the
former Buffalo quarterback who retired
after the 1996 season but had been talking with Baltimore. Last season,
Harbaugh broke bone in his hand in an
off-field altercation.with Kelly, then an
NBC·commentator, and lost S147,000,
one week's pay, when be had t_o spend
time on the nOl)•football injwy list.
The Colts"have the first overall pick in
April's draft and can take either Peyton
Manning of the University ofTennr.ssee
or Ryan Leaf of Washington State
University. They also are considering a
deal with Carolina to bring them Kerry
Collins, whom Indianapolis drafted in
1995, when he was with the Panthers.
That made Harbaugh. 34, expendable,
particularly with a high salary, leaving
coach Jim Mora with his choice of young
. quarterbacks with veteran Pail! Justin in
reserve.
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MOV!NG ·FORCE:. Freshman guard Terica Hathawoy g~ up for two ogajnsl Northern Iowa fo:-ward Borb Bennett Sunday ot
the SIU Arerio. Th~ Salukis lost the motchup 67-A?.
·

Sl UC ·falls victin1: t.o· Panthers ·in·
1

second haH, IOSe game-arArena
SCORELESS: Salukis
to score field goal in
last 9:13 of game.

fail

SHANOEL RlotARDSOH
D.~tLY EGYl'TIAN RErORTfR

Coilege basketball games are
meant to be played for 40 minutes.
not 31.
The S!UC women's basketball
team learned that lesson the hard way
against the University of Northern

Ill ~:~~~cer!~:i

n:Uf1~1u:Wffl

~~ed$1:nfi~~
Cmbondale.
•The Solukis
SJUC's three-game conference
win streak·was snapped. dropping travel to Omaha,
S da tSIUAre .
1
Neb:, to face
;uard Teri:a\lathaway ' the Salukis to 9-14, 6-8 in confe:: Creighton.
tied the score at 44 with 9: 13 remain- ence pl~y. The l~ss sealed_ Salukt University at
ing, but it would be the Salukis final coach Cmdy Sc_ou s firs~ losmg sea- 7:0SJ?,m,
·. oal f th
Th Parith
son at home m her -1 years al ··1hursoay.
. fi eId g o e ga~e. e . e:5 S!UC.
"I ,just didn't think we· fought
buc,kleddov.:ndefe~vely,foremg_s1x
SIUCt~o~ersdunnga23-3runma today" Scott said. "We just didn't
67-47 victory.
'
·
.
· ·
UNI upped its record to 13-10
overall and 7-8 in the Missouri Valley

~~,d'&f1::i1J,$!~;.;..jt.Jiffl
~•;J;a;'\~iY'1i:,W~tl\il'i$4f~

O\\;res':::na~

Bradley's bench outhustles Salukis; Dawgs
outrebounded first time this season with Bradley in the Missouri Valley SIUC opened a 12-7 lead ~ r . \ l r _ i t
Conference at 7-8-and 12-13 overall. The on a thunderous dunk by ~~
Dawgs on the boards 45-32 as Braves improved io 7-3 and 11-12 overall.· senior forward Rashad •SIUC travels.
'They had the advantage o:i the boards. Tucker, but Bradley came
SIUC falls shon on the road. · There's no doubt about that," Herrin said in right back to take a 16-15 toTer.-e Haute,
hi.; postgame radio show. 'They're a very lead with 11 minutes Ind., for a RIAN KEITH
good re.l)Qunding basketball team. I want our remaining.
matchup with
DE SroR-rs EorroR
guys to rebound•hard, and at times we did.
The Braves opened.' lnd.iona;!ilote
But the ball didn't bounce very good for us, the lead to 30-20 with Umvers1ty at.
Bradley University had an answer for and we didn't always get four guys to the 6:30 left, but the Salukis. 6:05 p.m.
every part of SIUC's offensive strategy ball."
·
.
closed the gap to 38-33 Wednesday.
Sa1urday afternoon.
Bradley dontinated H::arly every offensive by. halftime. SIUC shot • The ga. m.·e can
'The Braves became the first team to dom- category Saturday. Along with their advan- just 37 percent from !,he
inate the Salukis on the backboards this sea- •W.ge on the backboards and· star.do;it play field in the first half and be seen on :
son with a 4S-32 advantage. Bradley also from their bench; Bradley had'. a 23-S edge uailed in lhe rebounding WSIU channel
used a 31-3 edge on scoring from its bench from 'the free throw line. The Braves forcw · column 27-18. ·
8 and heard
and held off two late Saluki runs for an 86-76 · SIUC into shooting 38 percent from the field
In the second half, the on WXLT 95.1
~ , ~ l f f l win in Peoria.
used numerous breakaway layups to · Salukis relied heavily on- hFM o/r/at~ F.i1llsl ·. · After · falling shoot 53 percent
Liree-point bombs from _ttp: WWW~
;: ~~mffit· behind by as many
. ''When.you don_'t rebour,d the ball'really senior. guard Shane . stu.edu/
as 12 points in the · hard that lets them get-the transition game :Hawkins . ru;d junior · ~athletic.
secohd half; the going," Hcirin said. "If they didn't get them guard· Monte Jenkins to
111111
Salukis rallied behind long-range shooting. uncontested, they got them two on one; three · hang close; The liraves
•
SIUC made 12 three-pointers in the game and on two. We made a lot of runs, wc just never· opened a 61-49 lead with· ·
drew to within three poin~ with 2:40 left, but could close iL They µiade some nice runs, •11 minutes left. but the Sa!ukis cut that lead to
the_ Braves sealed the 10-poinl win at the free there's no doubt about iL"
line.
The Salukis were within striking range all ··
SEE LOSS,,PAGE 14
nie Salukis fell· into a seveoth-plag: tic : afternoon but could never get over the hump.

HOT HANDS: ·Bradley whip

and
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